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othing beats a good Saskatchewan summer. We have enjoyed a lot
of great weather and I have been able to get in some fun leisure
activities. It has even gotten my mind off of the constant media
circus revolving around our neighbour to the south. I only want to
say one thing about the Trump era of politics and how it affects Canada—it is
solidifying our resolve to not be reliant on one market. And this is outstanding.
Canada is fortunate to have such access to the largest market in the world, but
it isn’t wise to trust that it will always exist and that it will always be preferential
to our market. Diversifying our trade markets is the key to a sustainable, secure
economy. Saskatchewan has many things the world needs. The province’s
businesses and our economy are developing and diversifying. This is bringing
about interesting opportunities. This edition is looking at entrepreneurship
and how small and medium sized businesses in the province are making an
impact and creating value. Entrepreneurs are the key element to a successful
economy. They identify problems, innovate and create solutions that can have
global reach.
The other theme of this edition is Indigenous business development and the
role it is playing in building this province’s economic potential. Initiatives that
are partnering industry and Indigenous business are generating success in a
way that was never seen before. The positive spinoffs are helping communities
flourish, companies grow and industries develop. We are stronger as one—look
inside and see for yourself.
Now, it’s time to enjoy the rest of this beautiful season. Turn off the television
and your phone, and go enjoy everything our province has to offer this summer.
We’ll see you again this fall.

Reserve your getaway today.

resortatcypresshills.ca
(306) 662 4477
info@resortatcypresshills.ca
b facebook.com/TheResortCH
a @TheResortCH

Paul
P.S. After a much-needed two week break in August, we’re gearing up for the
return of our popular holiday consumer guide, Merry & Bright, and our fall edition
taking a look at safety and sustainability in Saskatchewan. Want to contribute or
have something to tell us? Email us at info@industrywestmagazine.com.
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Feature

OPEN SKIES AND
OPPORTUNITIES:
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN RURAL SASKATCHEWAN
BY BROOK THALGOTT

askatchewan is a place filled with entrepreneurs, and it shows. Over 98.8% of the
more than 150,000 business enterprises in the province are small (employing
fewer than 50 employees).1 That statistic alone show what an entrepreneurial
province Saskatchewan is. Entrepreneurs and their ventures aren’t exclusive
to our cities, either. Business owners and investors can find opportunity off the beaten
path. Rural Saskatchewan is home to some very remarkable enterprises, finding great
success among the fields and country roads, encouraged by economic development
organizations and municipal governments assisting with regulatory issues.

Another organization, the Saskatchewan
Association of Rural Municipalities (SARM), is
also a believer in the entrepreneurial potential
in rural Saskatchewan. They have been
serving rural Saskatchewan for over a century.
Incorporated in 1905, SARM has been the voice
of rural Saskatchewan leading autonomous
municipalities in creating a vibrant, diverse
economy for the province. They have seen
the rural landscape change over the last one
hundred years as rural municipalities innovate
and adapt to meet the needs of communities.
“SARM sees the agriculture industry and agribusiness flourishing across rural Saskatchewan,
and that there is plenty of opportunity in rural
municipalities to grow in other areas,” says SARM
President Ray Orb. “As technology becomes
more accessible and broadband connectivity
increases, we see that rural Saskatchewan
has the opportunity to connect to the global
market creating endless opportunities for
entrepreneurs.” While each RM is unique in its
challenges and opportunities, SARM helps build
capacity in rural municipal government to ensure
effective governance that supports healthy and
vibrant communities. “SARM believes in rural
Saskatchewan,” says Orb. “Our RMs are resilient
and SARM will continue to strive to ensure
rural municipalities are in the best position to
capitalize on opportunities.”

Saskatchewan Community Futures organizations have been assisting entrepreneurs in
the province for more than 25 years, offering advice, loans and programs designed to
launch successful ventures in rural areas. Community Futures is driven by 13 independent
local offices across the province, with services accessible by any small business located

For entrepreneurs looking for a rural location
for a venture, it can be difficult to find the
right location. Technology firm Townfolio
recognized the need for a place to find economic

FARMYARD MARKET

S
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outside of Regina and Saskatoon – and all services
are free of charge. “We support entrepreneurs
and their communities in many ways,” says Jason
Denbow, Executive Director of the Saskatchewan
Community Futures association. “We’re designed
to take more risk than traditional lenders, which
is a definite asset when dealing with start-up
ventures. Start-ups make up the largest part of
our client base.” The organization understands
the challenges of business development in rural
areas, such as access to capital and labour. They
work with clients to mitigate the challenges to get
enterprises to a “bankable” position, and typically
spend up to six months working with each client.
“Time and care matter in what we do,” says
Denbow. “Our statistics show that our process
works. Our clients’ survival and growth rates are
much higher than entrepreneurs that didn’t have
our help.”

SUNNYSIDE DAIRY

SOLO ITALIA FINE PASTA INC.

SOLO ITALIA FINE PASTA INC.
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development information. Founders Davie Lee and Ryley Iverson
designed a software product that is a literal clearing house for
economic development initiatives across the country. Aspiring
entrepreneurs and prospective investors can view profiles on
municipalities, gain valuable insights into regions and find contact
details for economic developers. Townfolio knows Saskatchewan
well—they’re based in Saskatoon. “We have it written on our whiteboard to ‘save Main Street’. That is, we see trends working against
our small communities and we want to reverse that. We need to
get the secret out about the opportunities outside of the major
cities and shout to the world. We proudly started this company in
Saskatchewan and we've essentially covered the entire province
from the cities to villages to RMs,” says Ryley Iverson, Townfolio
CEO and Co-founder.

FLEXIBLE
LEARNING
Practical skills and career
advancement are within
your reach.

With entrepreneurship is alive and well in rural Saskatchewan,
supported by organizations like Community Futures
Saskatchewan, SARM and Townfolio, opportunities for new and
established ventures can be spotted in every corner. Industry West
reached out to four Saskatchewan companies to see what they
had to say about running a business in a rural area.

ONLINE

Farmyard Market & Sunnyside Dairy, Martensville
Martha and Bas Froese-Kooijenga run a farmyard store and
30-cow dairy on their farm near Martensville. They purchased the
farm from Martha’s parents in the late 1990s, and over the past
decade turned their farm into a successful retail operation, selling
pork, beef, chicken, lamb, bison, locally-caught fish, eggs and a host
of homemade products including perogies and pies. “We started
as a 12 cow dairy in 1998,” says Martha Froese-Kooijenga. “Over
the years, we grew our business to include more locally grown and
made foods, selling them from our barn to retail customers.” The
Froese-Kooijengas realized they needed to formalize their growing
business. They worked with their rural municipality and health
inspectors to take their operation to the next level. “The rural
municipality and the Saskatoon Health Region were wonderful
to work with, and they helped us get through the process to
convert our garage into a retail store.” Five years later, the FroeseKooijengas are now entering the next phase of their venture with
Sunnyside Dairy. They have 30 pastured Holstein cows, and will
begin selling milk from their farm with a milk dispenser—the first
in Saskatchewan. “We reached out to a dairy on Vancouver Island
to learn about their milk dispensary, and recently completed our
pasteurization course,” says Froese-Kooijenga. “This fall, retail
customers will be able to buy milk from us directly, and we will
begin work on offering dairy products like farm fresh butter and
cheese.” The market employs four people and is open year-round,
six days a week.

new homeland. “I drywalled with my father-in-law the first year
I was in Canada,” says Marco de Michele. “Drywall wasn’t for
me. I took a trip to Regina’s Italian Star Deli and the idea for my
business came to me.” Marco wanted to bring a taste of Italy to
his new home, and after discussions with Italian Star’s owners
and owners of a local Italian restaurant, he began to make pasta
in Ogema. Marco and Tracey, with help from Tracey’s father and
the town, turned an old butcher shop into their pasta making
venture—Solo Italia Fine Pasta Inc. was born. An unfortunate
breakdown of the pasta machine led to the company’s foray
into pizza. “Our machine broke down and it took a month and
a half to fix,” says de Michele. “I returned to my roots again and
started making Neapolitan-style pizza and built a wood-fired
oven.” Today, Solo Italia Fine Pasta Inc. sells pasta, ravioli, bread,
pizza, lasagna and tiramisu from their Ogema storefront, and to
retailers across Saskatchewan—employing eight people. “The
town and the province have been so supportive of us from the
start,” says de Michele. “There are challenges some days—like
the weather and getting supplies delivered—but starting our
business in Ogema was a great idea.”

Solo Italia Fine Pasta Inc., Ogema
Marco and Tracey de Michele operate a wholesale and retail
pasta and pizza company on Ogema’s Main Street. Marco, a
native of Italy, met his wife Tracey (who hails from Ogema) on
holiday in Costa Rica. The couple decided to make their home
in Tracey’s hometown, and Marco set out to find a career in his

Timothy Daniels Clothing, Assiniboia
Timothy Daniels Clothing has been an Assiniboia institution
for more than 30 years. The current owner, Timothy Daniels
Conners, was a barber looking for a change when he purchased
the store in 1988. What was once a western wear store is now
home to fashions for the whole family, and has fans from across
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Saskatchewan. “We’ve evolved over the years, keeping up with
changing tastes and trends,” says Conners. “We’ve probably
been through seven major shifts in the last three decades.” The
company enjoys success serving southern Saskatchewan, with
out-of-town customers making a special trip to Assiniboia to see
in person what manager Ashley Kaal curates on Instagram and
Facebook. “Social media has been huge for us. We attract new
customers and stay connected with our loyal followers,” says
Kaal. “We get compliments from customers, especially those
visiting the area, about how unique and interesting our store is
for a rural community.” While being a traditional fashion retailer
has its challenges in the connected world, Tim and Ashley see
every day the commitment people have to supporting local
businesses. “Independent businesses like ours are rare,
and that is part of our success,” says Connors. “We’re doing
something unique in a special place, and our customers love it.”
My Mutual Insurance, Waldheim
In 1894 (11 years before Saskatchewan became a province),
a group of Russian Mennonites came together in Waldheim
to start a small insurance company to serve their tightly-knit
community. 124 years later, that company is going strong,
doing business from the town where it all began. “In the 1940s,
the company began to sell insurance to customers outside
the Mennonite community,” says Valerie Fehr, My Mutual
CEO. “The company sold auto insurance before SGI was
even formed.” Today, My Mutual Insurance offers a full suite
of insurance products to brokers across the province, and
employs 32 people. “Two years ago, the company reaffirmed
its commitment to stay in rural Saskatchewan,” says Fehr. “We
worked with the town to build our head office in the town we’re
proud to call home.” Growth in Saskatoon over the last decade
has made Waldheim even closer to the “city”, attracting both
employees and residents to the town of 1,500. While there are
challenges to doing business in a rural area—distances can
mean long drives to work with customers and brokers—those
challenges are disappearing. “Technology has helped us reach
out more than before,” says Fehr. “We have staff in Caronport,
Morse, Warman, Rosthern and Hepburn. Success for My Mutual
Insurance is dependent on our people, not the location. With
that being said, we laid our roots in Waldheim, Saskatchewan
almost 125 years ago and are thrilled to continue growing
where it all began.”
1
http://publications.gov.sk.ca/documents/310/93239-Small%20
Business%20Report2017FINAL.pdf

Print engages. Print informs. Print works.
Print and digital work better together.
Add Industry West to your marketing strategy.
Contact us today for your space in our Fall 2018 issue,
where we take a look at safety and sustainability in Saskatchewan.

Paul Huber (306) 551-6632
paul.huber@industrywestmagazine.com
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Outlook

There are almost

1.1 million

small and mediumsized enterprises
(SMEs) in Canada.1

From
2002-2012, small
businesses created

77.7%

31% of

of all jobs in the private
sector.2 On average, small
businesses added around
100,000 jobs each year
during that
time period.3

Saskatchewan’s gross
domestic product
(GDP) was generated
by small business in
2016.6

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Businesses
with fewer than
50 employees
account for over

98.8%

of the more than 150,000
business enterprises in
Saskatchewan.4

In 2016, small
businesses employed

one-third

(31.1%) of Saskatchewan’s
workers, paying more than $6.2
billion in wages and salaries,
making up one-quarter
(25.7%) of the province’s
total payroll.5

Saskatchewan
has the highest per
capita count of small
business establishments in
Canada, with a rate of

129 businesses
per 1,000 people
in 2016. The national
average was 105 per
1,000 population.7

In 2015, 38.8% of
self-employed people
were women and 61.2%
were men—compare that
to 1976, when 17.2% of
self-employed people
were women and
82.8% were men.8

IN SASKATCHEWAN
In Saskatchewan,

13.9%
of women were
self-employed
in 2015.9

The number of
self-employed
Indigenous people
in Canada continues
to grow—increasing

15.6%
from 2006 to
2011.10

In 2011,
43,305 Indigenous
people reported
that they were
self-employed, with

3,175

reporting
self-employment
in Saskatchewan.11

References:
1,2,3
https://www.bdc.ca/en/articles-tools/business-strategy-planning/manage-business/pages/10-things-didnt-know-canadian-sme.aspx
4,5,6,7
http://publications.gov.sk.ca/documents/310/93239-Small%20Business%20Report2017FINAL.pdf
8
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/89-503-x/2015001/article/14694-eng.htm
9
http://publications.gov.sk.ca/documents/139/106644-#9%20Women-in-the-Labour-Force%20Final.pdf
10,11
https://www.ccab.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/CCAB-PP-Report-V2-SQ-Pages.pdf
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A CONVERSATION
WITH…JESS TETU

OWNER OF JUST FOR YOU DAY SPAS, FOUNDER
& CEO OF LIA REESE CANADA, CO-FOUNDER OF
ENTREPRENEUR306 BUSINESS CONSULTING, AND
FOUNDER & CEO OF 4SEVENTYONE RECOVERY RESOURCES
BY JENN SHARP
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In our Feature series “A Conversation With…”, we sit down with a Saskatchewan entrepreneur
to talk about doing business in the province, its challenges and opportunities, and to get their
thoughts on how to succeed in today’s business world. Writer Jenn Sharp spoke with Jess Tetu
to learn about her business philosophy, why she’s committed to philanthropy and her advice
for aspiring entrepreneurs

S

askatoon’s Jess Tetu has joined an
elite group of young Canadian leaders.

speaking engagements throughout Western Canada. She also co-founded E306
Business Consulting to offer guidance to aspiring entrepreneurs.

In June, the entrepreneur, public speaker and
philanthropist was named one of Canada’s Top 40
Under 40. Caldwell launched the award program
in 1995 to celebrate Canadian innovators. Since
then, Top 40 alumni have been instrumental
in building the local economy and community.
Tetu didn’t need a push though; she’s boosted
Saskatchewan’s economy through her business
and philanthropic efforts since she began her
entrepreneurial journey over 10 years ago using
an innovative and forward-thinking philosophy.

Tetu, who is married and has three children, donates and volunteers her time
to about 40 charities. She recently started 471 Recovery Resources to provide
resources and support for those struggling with addictions and their families.
While Tetu has never been an addict, she’s been directly affected by it her entire
life. In June, the inaugural New Beginnings Walk and Run for 471 was a sold-out
success. It will expand to Lloydminster and Regina in 2019.

Tetu, 36, owns four locations of Just For You
Day Spa and recently opened the Lia Reese
Canada flagship store in Saskatoon. The proud
Saskatchewanian has revolutionized spas’
traditional business model. She ensures her
team has leadership and
growth opportunities and
inspires other owners
to follow her example.
Tetu h as tran s formed
her life’s challenging
circumstances into an
inspirational success
story. It’s one she shares
openly in motivating public

Tetu began building the Just For You (JFY) spa business in her early twenties.
She moved from her hometown of Craik to Saskatoon at 15, got a job and
rented her first apartment. After finishing high school, the then single mom
began working in a spa and later purchased the business in 2007. She quickly
began a rebranding and renovation process. “I did every job that was there to
be able to make it profitable,” she says.
Those efforts more than tripled the business’s clientele and profits during JFY’s
first year. Tetu launched Lia Reese Canada in 2011 and opened her second spa
in 2012 in Regina. Four years later, a Lloydminster spa opened, followed by a
second Saskatoon location in early 2018. Lia Reese began with a professionally
developed paraben and cruelty-free skincare line.
It has expanded into cosmetics and body care, all
made in Canada. During that growth process, she
started changing the industry’s status quo. “That
meant giving promotions in the company within an
industry that generally doesn’t offer growth,” says
Tetu. As the businesses grew, she happily shared
that success with employees.

“The larger I grew as
a company, the more
opportunity I was able
to offer in my industry,”
says Tetu.

JESS TETU, ONE OF CANADA’S TOP 40 UNDER 40 2018
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JFY has became a Saskatchewan success story
because of Tetu’s ethos: A personalized and
professional experience that begins when clients
enter the door. It’s a strategy other businesses
could employ with great success. Tetu is quick to
credit her team across the province: “I wouldn’t
be able to do what I do without their work and
dedication.” Tetu and the 11 directors work as a
team with the almost 120 employees. “It’s not a
one-person job. There’s no way we could grow
the way we do if we didn’t have that team effort,”
she says.
Recognizing leaders is a trait of Tetu’s that
has helped build JFY and Lia Reese. “I’m smart
enough to know that when someone’s good at
something, let them do it. One person trying
to do 10 jobs does 10 jobs poorly,” she says.
Static job descriptions don’t work for her. A
true creative mind, Tetu surrounds herself with
people who thrive on innovation.
Tetu named each product in Lia Reese’s cosmetic
line after someone who has positively affected
or inspired her. One collection is named after
towns in Saskatchewan and Alberta. It’s a genius
marketing move. Not only does it connect people
with a story, it also gives them a sense of place
and prairie pride.

JUST FOR YOU DAY SPA, SASKATOON

Tetu doesn’t quite see it that way though. She
says women like her aunts Valerie and Shannon
(who have a lip gloss named for them), have been
instrumental in her life. “These are the people
who made me who I am,” says Tetu.

“The support
that I’ve received
across this
province is
unbelievable.
There’s nowhere
else I’d rather live,”
says Tetu.

When she began public speaking four years ago,
she shared little of her childhood (her father
struggled with debilitating addictions). After
his death, she decided to talk about it to help
others in similar situations: “It was a very painful
situation and I wanted to find the good in it. My
father was the most loving, caring man…he just
happened to struggle with addictions.”
The message she delivers everywhere from
business events to high schools is powerful.
“You decide what happens in your future,” Tetu
says. “If you don’t like the way you’re living your
life, then change it.” She says that if her life had
been easier, she wouldn’t have been driven to
succeed. “I believe it made me strong, kind and
generous. It made me work hard and stand up
for things I believed in—everything you need to
be an entrepreneur.”
20

LIA REESE CANADA FLAGSHIP BOUTIQUE, SASKATOON
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JESS TETU’S ADVICE FOR ENTREPRENEURS
ON GIVING UP:
“Expect to want to give up but don’t. When you have that
moment, know that it’s normal and it will pass. You’re going
to have hard times. It’s not all rainbows and sunshine.”

Tetu defines her success by her work’s impact
on her community: founding 471 Recovery
Resources is the most meaningful thing she’s
ever done. “My goal is to help break the stigma
associated with addictions. If I share my story,
then maybe others will share theirs. Addictions
are in our communities and are killing our
children,” she says. She started 471 because if
children are given education about addiction, it
enables them to break the cycle. She puts most
of her profits into Saskatchewan because she
believes it’s her responsibility to give back to the
people who have made her successful.
Tetu is not yet sure what will unfold from the
Top 40 Under 40 distinction, but she can feel
the momentum building. She calls it a “complete
honour,” and adds she will use the platform to
motivate others in a philanthropic direction. “I will
take that honour and I will use it proudly. Frankly,
I wouldn’t be here if others didn’t help my family.
It’s my responsibility to give back. It’s come
full circle.”
Learn more about Jess Tetu at jesstetu.com

ON WORK AND REWARDS:
“It’s going to be more work then you have ever worked in
your life but more rewarding then anything you’ve
ever done. It’s a roller coaster and you have to be a
certain type of person to handle it.”
ON ENTREPRENEURIAL QUALITIES:
“Entrepreneurs are not wired like other people. They
can’t sit still. You need to be tenacious, brave,
motivated, dedicated and driven. And be kind.”
ON CHALLENGES:
“I’ve taught myself to look at similar experiences I’ve
been through and how it turned out or what helped.
I’m also not afraid to ask for help and advice.”
ON FAILING:
“You need to fail. Failing teaches you strength,
resilience and how to perfect something.”
ON GOAL-SETTING:
“Monday morning is my goal-setting time. I do short-term,
middle-term and gigantic, long-term goals.
Each level connects to the next. It’s bizarre how
well it works when you hold yourself accountable.”
ON SUCCESS:
“When business is going well, don’t assume it’s going to
last forever. Prepare. Be cautious. Learn your busy seasons
and what makes you money, then average it out and budget.”
ON MARKETING:
“Marketing during your first year is important. The longer
it takes for people to know you exist, the longer it
takes for them to come in your doors.”
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York

Welcome to

Executive
Properties

For your short or extended stays in Saskatoon, York Executive
Properties offers a leading alternative to hotels. Whether
temporarily assigned on business, or relocating and need a place
to stay, you can feel at home away from home in a beautiful,
contemporary suite in the heart of the city.

York Executive Properties offers fully-furnished, spacious one or two
bedroom suites featuring several amenities to ensure a comfortable
stay, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

fully equipped kitchen
in-suite washer and dryer
housekeeping services
workspace with free Internet access and cable TV
surface or underground parking
fitness club access

Please contact us at 306.229.9098 for reservations or for more
information on how York Executive Properties can help make your
stay in Saskatoon an effortless and hassle-free experience.

York Executive Properties
306.229.9098
www.yorkexecutiveproperties.com
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We’ll
help you get
more clicks.
Meet Daryl. Daryl co-owns Driven Automotive Repair Centre.
He’s worked in the auto industry for over 30 years, so he knows
the right tools and the right experience get the job done right.
That’s why, when he decided to give his marketing a tune-up,
he came to us. We created a mobile-responsive website with
a handy online booking request form, plus we also manage
his online reputation because, as Daryl says, good reviews are
vital for his business. Daryl likes it when things run
smoothly, and so do we.

directwest.com
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SASKATCHEWAN FIRST NATIONS

LEADING THE WAY IN
RENEWABLE ENERGY
BY PAUL HUBER

of its kind to operate in North America. Guy Lonechild, FNPA’s Chief Executive
Officer, describes the organization’s mandate as “supporting the development
of Aboriginal-led business opportunities in the Canadian power sector. More
specifically, this involves supporting off-takers sourcing renewable energy
products like wind, solar, geothermal, and alternative sources such as waste
heat recovery and flare gas to power generation for our general and industry
members.” This role also extends to building knowledge, expertise, and wealth
generation opportunities while diversifying our economy with Indigenous
businesses and the energy sector.
FNPA began this journey in March 2011. The Province of Saskatchewan and
the Federation of Sovereign Indigenous Nations (FSIN) signed a Memorandum
of Understanding in advancing First Nations-led power generation projects in
Saskatchewan. That agreement resulted in a 10-year Master Agreement being
signed between SaskPower and FNPA. The Master Agreement is the protocol
that guides the relationship between the parties to develop renewable and
alternative energy projects to be sold back into Saskatchewan’s power grid.
Currently, 20 megawatts are dedicated to solar development. Another 20
megawatts are designated for flare gas to power generation, with additional
opportunities to develop wind power, biomass, or geothermal projects through
FNPA. To put this in perspective, 20 megawatts of baseload power could be
enough to power 20,000 homes from a resource that was otherwise wasted. A
20 MW flare gas to power project will also generate approximately $300 million
in revenue over a 20-year period—while improving the environment.
Guy Lonechild sees these projects as a testing phase with SaskPower and a first
step in laying the foundation for significant private investment in the energy
sector for years to come. “This project also provides First Nations an avenue to
lead energy diversification away from oil and gas development, lowering harmful
emissions and creating wealth generation for the future of Saskatchewan,” says
Lonechild. He is also excited about the platform FNPA has helped to build for
First Nations presenting their business cases for solar microgrid development,
smaller and medium scale renewable energy infrastructure needed for many
rural, northern, and remote regions across Canada.

SASKPOWER CEO MIKE MARSH AND FIRST NATIONS POWER AUTHORITY CEO GUY LONECHILD SHAKE HANDS.

A

s regulations related to carbon emissions are introduced to Canada’s energy
sectors, there are progressive and positive steps being taken in developing
alternative sources of energy in this country. Perhaps not surprisingly,
considering their fundamental belief systems tied to environmental respect
and protection, First Nations business interests in Saskatchewan are forging important
advancements in these emerging sectors.
One organization in particular is at the center of forming partnerships between
government, industry and First Nations groups in the province. First Nations Power
Authority (FNPA) is a First Nations-governed, not-for-profit development company that
reduces costs and risks for First Nations-led energy projects. It’s the first organization
26

Albert Derocher, the Economic Development Officer at Flying Dust First Nation,
echoes the same sentiments. He sees these projects as being in line with
First Nations’ belief systems and therefore an approach that will bring many
successes in communities across Saskatchewan. Derocher says, “…the beauty
of these projects is that there’s so much opportunity for other First Nations
and this is one of our proudest accomplishments.” He also points out the need
to create successes with these initial projects because long-term goals are sky
high. Derocher would like to see 400-500 megawatts of power being generated
through renewable sources.
Flying Dust First Nation, located near Meadow Lake, has impressive business
acumen. It operates several successful businesses including a holdings
company, a gravel company, property management, an energy company, and a
market garden. This business culture lent itself to the preparation of their flare
gas retrieval project. “To get this project started we had to hire several different
professionals. There was a gas expert, a financial expert with an MBA in oil and
gas and several engineers developing the technical parameters,” says Derocher.
They also partnered with Genalta Power, a company that has already completed
similar flare gas projects across Alberta.

20MW FLARE
GAS PROJECT
Design Capacity of Flare Gas
Generation Station
=20MW

Net Capacity
(after system losses of 6%)

= 18.8MW

Maximum operating hours per year

= 8,760

Plant Availability Factor

= 95%

Total Available Energy = (18.8MW) x
(8,760 hours per Year) x (.95)

= 156,454MWH PER YEAR

Number of Households Powered by
Generation Station = (156,454 MWh
per year) divided by (11.04MWh
per household year)

= 14,172 HOUSEHOLDS

THE SAME MATH FOR
A 20MW SOLAR PLANT
(JUST FOR KICKS!):
Net Capacity
(after system loss of 11%)

= 17.80MW

Maximum operating hours per year
(sunshine and plant availability)
= (21% x 8,760 hours per year)

= 1,840 hour per year
Total Available Energy
= (17.8MW) x (1,840
hours per year)

= 32,752MWH PER YEAR
Number of Households Power by
Solar Plant: (32,745 MWh
per year) divided by (11.04MWh
per household year)

= 2,966 HOUSEHOLDS
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FNPA CEO GUY LONECHILD
“Genalta Power is enthusiastic about the opportunity to work with such a
proactive group as the Flying Dust First Nation, on a project where Genalta will
get to share its 10 years of experience in the industry while contributing to a
better environment with a partner that really understands the need for cleaner
electricity,” says Francois Castonguay, Director of Corporate Development and
Finance at Genalta Power.
Flying Dust had developed a project partnership agreement with Crescent Point
Energy, but with the drop in oil prices, this was unable to come to fruition. “As
a small community with limited resources, our potential in developing these
projects depends on the support from a larger entity and our community is
grateful to SaskPower for being such a stakeholder,” explains Derocher. This is
a win-win-win situation. Flying Dust First Nation gets to build on its economic
successes, SaskPower gains a partner and expands on its promises to develop
its power initiatives, and the province gets the environmental benefits of
clean energy.
SaskPower has been involved with FNPA since its inception. Speaking with
Wayne Rude, Senior Business Advisor, Indigenous Relations, he describes the
partnership as, “the only business model of its kind in Canada, based on its
design of bringing First Nations and industry partners together.” First Nations
power producers use the FNPA as a main point of contact for power project
proposals to enhance their viability due to location, technical issues, or timing.
“The relationship with FNPA took things to a new level. It helped to create
understanding amongst First Nations regarding the complexities of the electrical
system and how their decision making could unfold within it,” explains Rude.
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Even though FNPA is still a young organization,
a great foundation has been established that
provides a way for First Nations to approach
SaskPower with viable projects. It saves time
avoiding projects that lack potential and guides
interested parties towards the sweet spots that
SaskPower is interested in. FNPA has an effective
governance model that is well described and
well documented. “Guy Lonechild is everywhere.
He covers so much ground as the leader of that
organization. He really embraces it,” says Rude.
FNPA partnering with SaskPower represents
a truly exciting and progressive step towards
establishing renewable power projects in
Saskatchewan. Projects that are set up in
a meaningful and sustainable fashion will
have long-term economic spinoffs for their
communities. There is every hope that this
partnership flourishes and more First Nations
are able to reap the benefits of such projects and
tap into the industrial strength of this province.
As stated earlier, it’s a win-win-win scenario.
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NUTRIEN:

CHANGING THE GAME WITH THE
ABORIGINAL CONTENT PLAYBOOK
BY PAUL HUBER

T
TIM HERROD, NUTRIEN’S VICE PRESIDENT OF PROCUREMENT,
MARK FRACCHIA, FORMER PRESIDENT OF POTASH AND TWO YOUTH
FROM THE STC YOUTH BUSINESS CLUB. THIS PICTURE WAS TAKEN AT
AN EVENT HOSTED BY NUTRIEN, STC AND SIMSA IN DECEMBER OF 2017.
NUTRIEN SUPPORTS THE STC YOUTH BUSINESS CLUBS TO DEVELOP
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND THE EVENT WAS TO INTRODUCE STC AND
STC MEMBER COMPANIES TO OUR SUPPLY CHAIN.

his is a story about investment—a longterm investment strategy designed
to engage Indigenous businesses in
Saskatchewan’s industrial supply chain.
Originating during the days of Legacy Potash, then
PotashCorp, and now Nutrien, there has been a
constant commitment to engaging Indigenous
business interests. Nutrien’s Aboriginal Content
Playbook is supporting the company’s motto,
Feeding the Future.
This partnership represents the work and
leadership that has driven the initiative from
both sides. For Nutrien, the motivation is creating
a better workforce, building vibrant communities
and strengthening the suppliers of tomorrow.
It’s about developing exceptional value in
the products and services from Indigenous
suppliers while driving positive impact within
their communities. It’s a practical approach,
considering Indigenous peoples in Saskatchewan
represent the fastest growing segment of the
population. They will make up a major part of the
province’s workforce in the years to come.
"It is really important to us, when we look at the
supply chain of the future and how substantial
the Indigenous component needs to be. If we
can figure it out, I feel that we will be creating
competitive advantages in our business, in
our supply chain, and at our operating sites in
Saskatchewan and across Canada. It is important
to build these partnerships and invest the right
way and incorporate the future Indigenous talent
into our business,” says Tim Herrod, Nutrien’s
Vice President of Procurement.

Currently, Indigenous peoples represent 16
percent of Saskatchewan’s population, with a
median age of 22.6 years, according to the 2016
Census.1 Compare that to the non-Indigenous
population, with a median age of 40.9 years.2
By 2031, the First Nations population in
Saskatchewan is projected to be approximately
21-24 percent.3 This is an important demographic
shift in the province’s workforce, and Nutrien’s
corporate strategy recognizes this. They are
preparing to benefit from the change.
In Alberta’s oil patch, there is similar engagement
between Indigenous businesses and oil
companies. Syncrude, one of Canada’s largest
oilsands developers, operates mainly in the Fort
McMurray area. On National Indigenous Peoples
Day 2017, they announced a milestone with their
30
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Indigenous employment. Ten percent of their full-time workers self-declared as
First Nations, Métis or Inuit.4 Syncrude’s motivations are similar to Nutrien—
engaging Indigenous business interests, investing in their communities, and
developing the labour market.
Speaking with Cliff Tawpisin, CEO of Saskatoon Tribal Council (STC), the impact
of Nutrien’s Aboriginal Content Playbook becomes apparent. “STC is all about
these partnerships. They help to build healthy communities. They make the
cities more vibrant. They are making the province more successful because
there are less social-economic issues as a result of more GDP in the hands of
Indigenous people through sustainable employment,” says Tawpisin.
Tawpisin points out that there are two things at work in the process. The first
is education and the second is economic development. “Having opportunities
gives a sense of hope. It allows Indigenous people to look beyond some of the
barriers they have experienced. If kids finish school and go even further, then
real opportunities begin to emerge,” says Tawpisin. Nutrien is helping to create
some of these opportunities and the benefits are targeted and direct.
“These programs are important for what the future is going to look like in
regards to diversity in the economic development cycle,” says Brad Darbyshire,
President of STC Industrial Contracting. STC Industrial has partnered with
Nutrien and they are seeing results. “Nutrien is leading edge with written
documented process. This has not been seen before,” he says. He points out
that the playbook is a work in process. It is a live document and it has to be. Not
everybody is in the same place, so the strategy has to adapt to situations while
creating an environment where businesses can engage, develop and grow.

Nutrien has committed 30 percent of its
procurement to Indigenous content. Darbyshire
highlights that this does not mean they get carte
blanche. It is a process with an opportunity to
get on the playing field. STC Industrial knows
and understands the benefits of inclusion of
this scale. It goes right down to the grassroots
level, from apprentices they hire, to the wages
they pay and the impact that money has when
it goes back into communities. All of their
inclusion statistics are tracked so they know
exactly how much money is being generated and
where it is going.
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DINNER AND A MOVIE

NUTRAPONICS CANADA AND INDIGENX MEDIA ARE
CHANGING FOOD AND ENTERTAINMENT IN SASKATCHEWAN
BY PAUL BURCH

There is faith in Nutrien as a company and in
the playbook. It has more than demonstrated its
value here in the province, and similarly in the
Alberta oil sector, all with wide-ranging benefits
for everyone involved. “Indigenous and nonIndigenous get together…we’re going to be a
powerhouse in this country,” says Darbyshire.
“Our economies are going to grow at a rate never
before seen.”
1,2,3
https://simsa.ca/member/wp-content/uploads/
Nutrien-Presentation-June-7-2018.pdf
4
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/
syncrude-indigenous-employment-milestoneoilsands-fort-mcmurray-1.4172465

NUTRAPONICS

MISSION
“The mission of STC Industrial Contracting is to
provide opportunities for Indigenous people
through delivery of quality service to our clients.”
“Our mission is to support our client’s capital
project requirements, maintenance planning, and
continuous improvement initiatives by providing
high quality, practical services that offer a fit-forpurpose solution.”

PARTNERSHIP VISION
Our vision is to be the preferred Indigenous partnership with a
Design/Build focus.
We will train, develop, and support local labour while building quality of
life for Indigenous communities and individuals.

Building clients and communities

High quality services offering a
fit-for-purpose solution

Partnering for your Design/Supply and
Design/Build Project Needs
CONTACT US
STC Industrial: 306-664-0814
contactus@stcindustrial.ca

www.STCIndustrial.ca
www.howattconsulting.com
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Howatt Consulting: 306-249-3090
info@howattconsulting.com

I

t’s not a big leap to connect Saskatchewan with agriculture. We grow a lot of
food here, despite our short growing seasons and extreme temperatures.
Our wide-open spaces and arable land, combined with the hearty people
who farm it, can produce a wide variety and huge volume of seasonal
fruits, vegetables and traditional crops.
However, NutraPonics Canada is looking beyond at the wide-open spaces and
the existing supply chain for their expansion into Saskatchewan—they’ve got
their eye on the things that make farming in Saskatchewan great, and removing
the things that make farming here such a gamble. They’re not looking to
replace the fields of golden wheat and lentils—they’re looking to supplement
Saskatchewan staples with fresh fruits and vegetables, grown locally and
sustainably, year-round.
The Nutraponics Growing System is already producing in Alberta and intends
to bring the operation across the border into Saskatchewan. As an owner of
NutraPonics Canada Corporation and its sister company NGKBiologix, Shaun
Soonias is working to open a pair of facilities in Warman. “NutraPonics is an
indoor vertical aquaponics farm (IVAF) that focuses on leafy greens and vine
veggies. NGKBiologix is our sister company that focuses on medical marijuana
production using NutraPonics technology,” Soonias explains.

SHAUN SOONIAS
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with the program for a filmmaking bootcamp and
attended the Hot Docs Film Festival in Toronto.
It was enough to make the entrepreneur shift
gears again, following his passion. “I started to
realize that I was in the wrong business—that I
should be in the film business,” says Ross.
IndigenX made a pivot and Ross has been
focused on integrating the services they do offer
into the projects that he wants to work on—film
projects. “There aren't a lot of Indigenous films
being made in Saskatchewan right now, therefore
I see a market opportunity for IndigenX to start
exploring different television and film ideas,” he
says. “As entrepreneurs and filmmakers, we can't
limit ourselves to provincial borders, we have
to look at the opportunities the film industry
provides nation wide. Based on my knowledge
and market research there is going to be a huge
demand for Indigenous films and filmmakers.”
So, Chris is doing what all entrepreneurs do—
trying to find the right combination to offer
the right people at the right time, which is no

simple task whether you’re an established company trying to do new things
in the province, like Nutraponics, or you’re a relatively new company trying to
break into established and evolving fields, like IndigenX. “Running a business in
Saskatchewan can be great if you find the right market or sell the right product
or provide something that no one else is really doing but being Indigenous
and running a business in Saskatchewan can sometimes limit you to that ten
percent of the market,” says Ross. “So now you're trying to find out who can use
your services within the Indigenous community, and for myself it has worked
great, but to a certain degree.”
Ross says he is learning quickly that IndigenX Media can’t limit itself to the
ten percent. It needs to stand with other competitors in the larger market.
“With multi-media, there's a lot of people doing it. Now it's just about being
great at what I do, being different and coming at it with a fresh approach to
doing business and making creative things for clients,” says Ross. “I am an
Indigenous storyteller and that makes me different and unique.” Ross believes
entrepreneurs have to rely on what makes them different, find their own story
and examine why they love what they do. “If clients can see you connect deeply
to your work, then money is secondary because they know the product will have
some passion in it," says Ross. “That's how I think you have to approach doing
business in Saskatchewan.”

CHRIS ROSS

While things are still in the development phase,
Soonias is excited about the expansion into
Saskatchewan. “I see some great opportunities
ahead to establish Saskatoon and Saskatchewan
broadly as a leader in IVAF from a commercial
standpoint but more importantly from a research,
development and educational foundation,”
he explains. “The University of Saskatchewan
houses the Global Institute for Food Security
and Water Security as well as being a leading
medical, doctoral and agricultural university.
Further, Saskatchewan Polytechnic, along with
the First Nations University of Canada (FNUC) and
Saskatchewan Indian Institute of Technologies
(SIIT) are moving into these sectors as well.”
So, Saskatchewan is well situated to be a leader
in education, training and research, but a healthy
relationship with First Nations is also an important
part of Nutraponics expansion plans. Soonias
is on the front lines of First Nations economic
development and says that Nutraponics intends
to make Indigenous inclusion a part of the
company’s competitive advantage.
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“With Reconciliation and the integration of First Nations values into business,
plus partnerships between First Nations entrepreneurs and Saskatchewan
business leaders, we intend to demonstrate best practice in business
development,” says Soonias. It’s a plan that moves innovation towards changing
how food is produced and helps build financial security for local citizens. “We
envision a long-term business structure,” he explains, “We’re creating a business
that offers employment growth and long-term security to employees.”
Long term job security isn’t really a part of the job description for entrepreneurs,
but the flexibility and freedom to do your own thing can be very appealing to
the right people. Since he was 16 years old, Chris Ross of IndigenX Media has
been running his own businesses—having started with an Indigenous youth
newsletter in Fort Qu’Appelle. From there, he explored other marketing and
promotions, including newspaper, magazines, music promotion, a television
show and now a production company based in Regina. “I think advertisers
and marketers are starting to grasp new technologies in Saskatchewan,” Ross
says, when asked if the marketing industry is keeping pace with technology.
“It’s a growing market and we need to see more young companies to change
the environment.”
Change comes quickly and often in Ross’s industry. “I’ve recently changed
the direction of my company from an advertising agency to a television/film
production and marketing company,” says Ross. Ross was selected to be a part of
the National Screen Institutes IndigiDocs Program, where he’s working with local
director, Candy Fox, and producing a short film. The pair travelled to Winnipeg

Train the workers you need
The Canada-Saskatchewan Job Grant helps you train
workers to meet your requirements and provides the
skills they need to achieve their career goals.
The Governments of Saskatchewan and Canada
provide funding – up to $10,000 per trainee – to train
new or existing employees for available jobs.

Program Features:
• You select the
trainees and
the training
program.

• You pay

one-third of
the eligible
training costs.

• You employ
the trainee
at the end
of training.

Visit saskatchewan.ca/job-grant to learn more about
the program criteria and how to apply.

Funding provided by the Government of Canada through the Canada Job Grant
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Business Profile
through acquisitions. Their formula for success
has worked, and worked well. The company
expanded into Alberta in 2014, and started a
new medical division. In 2017, Athabasca Basin
Security purchased All Peace Protection in
Grande Prairie, Alta., securing a major foothold
in the Alberta market. In 2018, the company won
the 2018 SABEX Growth & Expansion Award from
the Greater Saskatoon Chamber of Commerce.
“It was an honour to receive that recognition
for our team,” says Hyggen. “We’re proud of the
hard work and dedication that has gotten us to
this point.”

STAY SAFE AND SECURE WITH
ATHABASCA BASIN SECURITY
BY BROOK THALGOTT

A

thabasca Basin Security has come a long way from its humble
beginnings back in 2002. The first company formed by Athabasca
Basin Development, it started with fourteen employees and a
wooden gate on a northern Saskatchewan mine site. More than 15
years later, Athabasca Basin Security employs more than 300 people across the
western provinces, working with companies like Orano, Nutrien, Mosaic, Conoco
Phillips and more. “We’ve grown the company by building relationships within
the communities we work,” says Ron Hyggen, CEO of Athabasca Basin Security.
“We find opportunities by working with the people that we will eventually
employ, and then build the relationship with the company that will hire us.” It’s
this unique approach that has made Athabasca Basin Security the success it is
today.
Hyggen joined the company in 2010 after a career that took him across Canada,
gaining experience in IT Systems implementation and project management. “I
started out as a teacher, and ended up in IT,” says Hyggen. “My IT career started
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with SIGA, and led me to Deloitte, where I worked
in offices all over Canada. My dad told me when
I was done travelling that I should come home
to Saskatchewan.” In 2010, Hyggen did just that
and became a vice-president at Athabasca Basin
Security and was promoted to CEO not long after.
“I had a very quick transition into my leadership
role, and began work replacing systems that
needed upgrades,” he says.
Hyggen led the company through a massive
transformation, replacing every system,
rebranding and preparing the company for a
major push for new work. After their overhaul,
the Athabasca Basin Security began bidding
on new contracts and looking for ways to grow

Hyggen credits their connection to the community
for much of their success. When the company
spots an opportunity for growth, the first place
they reach out to is the communities in the area.
“Our goal is to bring jobs to the people who need
them, in rural areas and on First Nations,” says
Hyggen. “We actively pursue relationships with
our future employees. It benefits them, and us.”
Athabasca Basin Security provides free training
for the jobs they need done, and shares profits
back into the communities they work in. “By
building relationships first, we know we can do
the job we’re hired to do with the people we have
gotten to know,” says Hyggen. “That, plus our
commitment to safety and planning, has made
us the company we are today.”
Hyggen offers the same advice to aspiring
entrepreneurs in Saskatchewan. “Build your
local presence through relationships. That will
raise your profile and in turn, attract interest in
what you’re doing,” he advises. “People make the
difference when it comes to success.”

Athabasca Basin Security
324 – 2555 Grasswood Road E, Corman Park
(306) 382-2232
basinsecurity.com
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and reuse. He’s been facing a lot of the same challenges that a tech start-up can
face—outdated regulations, entrenched consumers and significant investment
in existing infrastructure impacting the ability to embrace change. Like computer
programmers, Galex and their end users are very concerned with viruses.

SASKATOON FEELING
TRACTION IN TECHNOLOGY

When water treatment goes wrong, it makes the news—and that’s the sort of
publicity wastewater companies and the regulators don’t want. Hence, it’s a
highly regulated industry. Galex is trying to bring a proven concept into wider
usage in Saskatchewan and has run into obstacles that don’t seem to be
relevant to the new technology. Many of the regulations haven’t been updated
in years or even decades.

BY PAUL BURCH

Galex has a plant operating in Saskatoon and plans to expand operations in
Saskatchewan. There are also plants operating in British Columbia, Alberta
and Ontario plus Europe and the United States. However, Saskatchewan has
been slow to keep pace. With the plant operating in Saskatoon, there has been
progress, but Tratch would like to see more education on the technology so
people understand that this needs to be a priority. It’s not just an environmental
concern. It’s a huge economic opportunity.
“There’s billions of dollars available in clean water,” says Tratch. He’s hoping to
work with Innovation Saskatchewan and the Saskatchewan Indian Institute of
Technology to educate people on technology solutions to one of the world’s most
important problems. Recovering water from sources like apartments, hotels,
and water-based businesses and reclaiming and reusing it for agriculture, golf
courses, car washes and other water intensive endeavours will mean significant
savings to the environment and to bottom lines. To get there, Galex will need to
convince people to examine best practices and international standards—and
to change outdated local regulations.

T

echnology is intertwined with industries that Saskatchewan is built on,
like agriculture, mining and manufacturing. It has found a home in
government, education and retail. Through technology, all industries
are able to find efficiencies and increase safety, communication, and
expand their distribution.
However, Saskatchewan investors in the not too distant past had an attitude
that if it doesn’t come out of the ground, it’s a risky investment. This has
meant that tech start-ups have traditionally needed to look outside the
province—and often physically leave the province—to get started and to stay
viable. The recent announcement of the Saskatchewan Technology Start-up
Incentive is a signal fire meant for investors that the tech industry here is ready
for a seat at the table.
Our entire province has only a third of the population found in Silicon Valley,
spread across a vast tract of land—but we’re still producing talented individuals
and impressive tech start-ups. It’s starting to get noticed by angel investors
from more traditional tech centers like San Francisco, Vancouver and Toronto.
It’s great to get funding and experience from out of province investors and it
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“It’s time to be aware,” says Tratch. “You can lower costs and have better
quality.” He’s looking for people to adopt more social entrepreneurship where
businesses and communities search for solutions together. He’s finding support
for this direction with some First Nations communities in the province. Galex
offers a solution to a problem that many First Nations communities are very
interested in solving in an environmentally and economically viable way.
helps to keep our companies here where we can
benefit from their contributions to community
and the provincial tax base. However, it’s also
important to encourage local investors to invest
locally. This tax credit is a step in the process
that has been underway for some time in the
province—but it’s not happening at the same
velocity in every city.
“We’re at a make or break stage with Offstreet,”
says Offstreet founder, Kyle Smith. “We’re
currently working out of my house in Regina
but are a part of a tech incubator in Saskatoon."
Co.Labs is for early stage tech companies in the
Software as a Service (SAAS) industry.” Co.Labs
has been a critical component for Smith and
Offstreet, giving him access to office space,
mentorship and networking opportunities with
other entrepreneurs. There wasn’t anything

similar in Regina when he needed it, so the
Offstreet CEO has been making the trip to
Saskatoon for mentorship and networking
several times a month.
“The space means you’re able to be with
companies in different verticals but the same
stage of business," says Smith. The networking
has paid off so far, and Smith hopes he can
maintain the momentum. “It definitely seems
the industry is in early stages,” says Smith. “Some
innovators have left to get established, but
they’re starting to come back because investment
is happening.”

Whether we’re talking about tech start-ups trying to find a home in Regina,
Saskatoon or other Saskatchewan towns instead of moving out of province,
or discussing bringing proven technology into the province and educating
the public and the regulators on how it can benefit everyone, we can easily
see that support now will help to foster further growth. Technology like
Galex’s membrane water treatment and companies like Offstreet can
have a significant impact on the Saskatchewan economy. We have a great
foundation for innovation here—necessity is the mother of invention after
all. In Saskatchewan, we deal with extreme distances, extreme weather, and
a small population. We have learned to adapt and work together and it has
created great conditions for outside investment. Now, we need to nurture
the burgeoning tech sector and see where Saskatchewan entrepreneurs can
take us.

Technology innovations aren’t all about computer
code. Jason Tratch is the CEO of the Galex
Group Corporation. His company is focused on
technology innovations specific to water recovery
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Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, for making such an endeavour much
easier than it used to be in the past. “We didn’t run into any red tape when
we went into Saskatchewan,” he says. “We drove out, they liked our product
and said they wanted more variety on their shelves. the Saskatchewan Liquor
and Gaming Authority orders through us and the transportation is built into
the price.”
The New West Partnership was first implemented in 2010 by Saskatchewan,
Alberta and B.C. with Manitoba joining last year. Combined, they have a
market of more than 11 million people and a GDP of more than $750 billion.
The agreement contains many similar elements to the Canadian Free Trade
Agreement, which covers goods and services, investment and labour mobility
among the 10 provinces, three territories and the federal government. Labour
mobility enables certified workers to practice their occupation in any of the
four provinces without having to take additional exams or training. Other
benefits include streamlined regulations, enhanced competitiveness, more
opportunities for small and medium-sized businesses to bid on public contracts
(whether that’s for goods and services or something related to infrastructure,
such as a bridge) and a bid protest mechanism whereby companies can launch
a challenge if they believe the process wasn’t conducted in a fair, open and
transparent manner.
“(The agreement) establishes the obligations of governments to ensure fair,
open and non-discriminatory treatment (for all companies). There is a real
advantage for businesses as it reduces the regulatory burden on them,” says
Tami Reynolds, Internal Trade Representative for Manitoba. “When you allow
goods and services, capital and workers to flow freely between B.C., Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba, it makes it easier for businesses to expand while
lowering their expenses.”

MANITOBA'S TORQUE BREWING ENJOYS
ACCESS TO THE SASKATCHEWAN MARKET
THANKS TO THE NEW WEST PARTNERSHIP.

GOING WEST MEANS

OPPORTUNITY
THE NEW WEST PARTNERSHIP
OPENS DOORS FOR ENTREPRENEURS

J

BY GEOFF KIRBYSON

ohn Heim would like beer lovers across Western Canada to be able to enjoy a
frosty-cold What the Helles Lager or a Diesel Fitter Stout whenever their taste
buds desire. The Winnipeg-based President of Torque Brewing recently started
exporting variety packs of his microbrewery’s beers to Saskatchewan and he’s
thankful for the New West Partnership, a trade agreement between British Columbia,
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Bob Donald, Executive Director of Trade Policy with the Saskatchewan Ministry
of Trade and Export Development, agrees and said the partnership levels the
playing field for businesses of all kinds. “If you have access to one jurisdiction,
you have access to all four. The rules of the game for trade in the West are
harmonized or reconciled so there are no significant barriers for the four
jurisdictions,” he says.
Like other trade agreements, the New West Partnership isn’t without its flaws.
(Although unlike the North American Free Trade Agreements (NAFTA), they
aren’t being trumpeted on social media by political leaders.) Heim says the
messaging isn’t consistent in all of the literature and on websites that he has
seen. “In some cases, it’s the other three provinces only (excluding Manitoba),”
he adds. And doing business across provincial borders isn’t always seamless—
at least not yet. Alberta implemented a small brewers development program
in 2016, which resulted in out-of-province brewers being hit with a per-litre
surcharge. It was subsequently changed to a flat fee, which Alberta brewers got
back in the form of a rebate.
“Depending on how the Alberta government drags its heels, we may look at
expanding there. The challenge is the further west you go, the competition
gets more heated. There are more than 200 microbreweries in B.C. alone,”
Heim says.

NEED SAFETY EYEWEAR?

Eyesafe is a prescription safety
eyewear program available to the
Saskatchewan workforce.

ENROLL TODAY!
eyesafesk.ca

• CSA & ANSI approved
products
• quality safety eyewear
for every employee
• cost effective for
companies and their
employees
• experienced
professional care

eyesafe@saosk.ca
programs@saosk.ca
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Safety

WORKPLACE DEATHS

6

TRENDING HIGH

30

WORKSAFE SASKATCHEWAN CONTINUES WORKING
WITH EMPLOYERS TO ELIMINATE FATALITIES

2013
2014
2015

“While we’ve seen a drop in fatalities over the
last several years, there are too many people
dying on the job and it’s unacceptable,” said
Phil Germain, Vice-President of Prevention and
Employer Services with the WCB. “It’s time this
stopped.”

2016

This is why WorkSafe Saskatchewan—the WCB’s
injury prevention partnership with the Ministry
of Labour Relations and Workplace Safety – is
continuing to work with and educate employers
and workers to reduce fatalities. This includes
helping employers make the necessary technical,
system and cultural changes in the workplace.

2017

From 2008 to 2017, there were 371 workplacerelated fatalities in Saskatchewan. Of those, 23
per cent were from asbestos-related diseases.
Asbestos exposure remains the leading cause
of workplace deaths in the province. Symptoms
aren’t typically realized until 20 to 50 years after
exposure.
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2018

IN THE FIRST 4 MONTHS OF 2018, 20
WORKPLACE FATALITIES HAVE OCCURRED
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FATAL CLAIMS ACCEPTED (2012-2017)

While the number of workplace fatalities in
Saskatchewan has dropped by 12.9 per cent from
2008 to 2017, already in the first four months of
2018, the Saskatchewan Workers’ Compensation
Board (WCB) is seeing an alarming upward trend
in the number of fatalities reported. In the
first four months, 20 workplace fatalities have
occurred, which is significantly higher than what
we’ve seen in the past five years during the same
timeframe. If this disturbing trend continues,
workplace fatalities in the province could be as
high as in 2012 with 60 workplace deaths.
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BY LISA GOUDY, WCB COMMUNICATIONS

askatchewan has the highest provincial
workplace fatality rate per capita in
Canada, according to the University of
Regina's 2017 Workplace Fatality and
Injury Rate Report.

FATALITIES BY INDUSTRY & CAUSE (2008-2017)
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“This is why we feel it’s so important for the public to learn the risks associated
with asbestos. Asbestos becomes dangerous when disturbed in some way,
such as removing building materials during a renovation project at home or at
the workplace,” said Germain. “The asbestos fibres release into the air and are
inhaled into the lungs where they can cause asbestosis and increase the risk of
lung cancer and mesothelioma.”
Behind asbestos and trauma-related fatalities, the third most common cause of
workplace-related deaths in the province from 2008 to 2017 was motor vehicle
collisions. In that timeframe, there were 71 work-related motor vehicle collisions
in Saskatchewan.
“There are many preventative measures employers and workers can take to
protect themselves and each other on the road. Employers can work with
safety associations, and implement defensive driver training and travel safety
programs,” said Germain. “Workers can be patient, focus on the task at hand
and follow the rules of the road.”
The average age for all fatalities from 2008 to 2017 was 55. However, there were
29 workers under the age of 25 who died at work.
In an alliance with WorkSafe Saskatchewan, the Saskatchewan Safety Council
is now offering industry-specific, free career safety education for youth in
Saskatchewan between the ages of 14 and 21.
“The focus of career safety education is to prevent youth injuries and fatalities
in the workplace,” said Merissa Scarlett, Community Relations Co-ordinator with
the Saskatchewan Safety Council. “Saskatchewan is the first jurisdiction in North
America to have free safety training available to all young workers.”
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The Cade Sprackman Story
The Saskatchewan Safety Council
recently produced a video, Why Career Safety
Education Matters – The Cade Sprackman
Story.
“He was friends with everybody,” said Cade’s
mother Michelle in the video. “People would
share stories with me that he could just light
up a room and make everybody smile.”
On Jan. 27, 2015, Cade, 18, died in a workplace
incident.
“I had talked to Cade about, ‘Are you safe
at work?’” Cade’s mother Michelle said
in the video. “He felt that he was, but he
had nothing to compare it to… Hopefully
with this education kids are taught
what to be aware of, what to look for and to
speak up.”
Watch the video at
www.sasksafety.org/blog/blogdetails?id=126
or on the Saskatchewan Safety Council’s
YouTube channel.

While 88 per cent of employers achieved Mission: Zero in 2017, the number of
workplace fatalities in the province remains unacceptably high.
“When workers, leaders and partners focus on eliminating serious injuries and
fatalities, every Saskatchewan worker and employer benefits from an overall
reduction in workplace injuries,” said Germain. “Strong leadership, safety
management systems, continuous risk mitigation and worker involvement are
important factors. We all share a responsibility to keep our workplaces safe.”
For tools and resources, including information about asbestos, visit www.
worksafesask.ca. The Saskatchewan Safety Council also has traffic safety
resources available at www.sasksafety.org. For information about the career
safety education for youth, see www.careersafetyeducation.ca.
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SAFE START KEY TO CONTROLLING AVOIDABLE LOSSES:

A MESSAGE FOR ENTREPRENEURS
BY COLLIN PULLAR, PRESIDENT OF THE SASKATCHEWAN
CONSTRUCTION SAFETY ASSOCIATION

M

any, often unrelated, factors
contribute to why and when
someone decides to become
an entrepreneur. The ideas
of independence, creativity, challenge, and
necessity are a few of those. Regardless, being
an entrepreneur, or entering an entrepreneurial
venture, is not for the faint of heart. It typically
means years of sacrifice and risk, shared by not
only the individual leading the venture, but all
those around them. Money is borrowed and
invested, vacations are delayed, family meals
are simple, and luxuries can be non-existent for
the first few years. Motivation is fueled by the
tangible and intangible dreams of success and
potential rewards. For the entrepreneur, success
is completely dependent on vision, decisiveness,
and ability to learn on the fly.
It is important to note that there are levels of
distinction between an established business
owner, or someone taking over an established
business, and an entrepreneur. The reality is a
small business owner usually deals with known
products and services and largely known,
predictable risks. Entrepreneurs, on the other
hand, deal with a lot of unknown risks, especially
if they are attempting to bring a new product or

innovative idea to the market. Where you are in the spectrum can depend on
the maturity of your business and your risk tolerance.
In the start-up phase there will always be a tremendous number of unknowns.
In fact, the entrepreneur may not even have a great deal of experience in the
industry or may have conducted very limited research. Successful entrepreneurs
are passionate enough to study hard, learn quickly from their mistakes, the
mistakes of others, and become knowledge sponges in order to avoid critical
errors. These character traits and skills help to mitigate the risks that could bring
an end to their venture.
Many entrepreneurs start off undercapitalized and later require other credit or
other investment to fully launch and develop their business idea. This is a period
in the start-up when the rubber meets the road, so to speak, in terms of risk
management and mitigation. As the business launches, the need for systems
become clear, whether it be for legal structures, fiscal management, research,
safety plans, or attracting and retaining critical talent. These areas of discipline
can mean the difference between having an idea that starts off well but quickly
fails and building a business on a solid foundation which instils trust in potential
investors.
At the Saskatchewan Construction Safety Association, we talk about safety
management as a key system that controls the avoidable losses. Awareness
of safety, methodical practices, and discipline in these areas supports the
entrepreneur by forming a solid base to build out the new enterprise.
Addressing safety concerns upfront sends a clear message to investors that their
investment will be managed with prudence as some thought has been given to
how to mitigate known and unknown risks. Incremental improvements in safety
contribute to growing confidence in both the investor and the consumer of a
new product or service.

WESTRIDGE CONSTRUCTION LTD:
SAFETY MAKES BUSINESS SENSE

R

egina’s Westridge Construction takes safety seriously. A proud
member of the Saskatchewan Construction Safety Association
(SCSA), Westridge is an active participant with the organization with
company employees holding various positions on the board for the
past four years. “It’s important that we’re active in the industry that provides our
livelihood,” says Leon Friesen, President of Westridge Construction. “Our senior
leadership is committed to supporting the organizations that support us.”
Westridge Construction is COR®-certified, identifying years ago that the
certification would provide value to the company and its employees. “Our
certification is part of our commitment to a safe workplace,” says Friesen.
“While we have always had an internal safety program, COR® certification adds
external checks and processes that are so valuable.” The certification is a key
part of the company’s excellent safety record.
The company’s motivation for a comprehensive safety program is driven by their
commitment to the Westridge team. The company ensures that employees
have the skills and knowledge they need to stay safe, and that the workplace
operates in a safe manner. “While having a good safety record means we’re
staying off the local news, it’s much more than that,” says Friesen. “We’re a team,
and we make sure our team goes home every night having spent their day
working in safe environment.”
Good safety also makes good business sense for Westridge Construction.
When employees feel safe, they are more likely to stay with a company
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long-term—which is great for the bottom line.
“COR® certification and our working environment
create an atmosphere that ensures employees
feel safe to do their jobs,” says Friesen. The work
on safety never ends, however. Westridge is now
working on a new idea, where employees are
empowered by their knowledge, and confident
to address issues with their fellow workers
when they see a potentially unsafe event or
situation. “We don’t want our safety program
to ‘bubble-wrap’ people to the point that they
don’t see risks,” says Friesen. “We want to ensure
employees are safe, but don’t develop a false
sense of security. This will be the focus of our
next level of safety training.” And, Westridge’s
involvement with SCSA is an integral part of their
safety commitment. Whatever the future holds
for the Westridge safety program, SCSA is there
to provide the support the company has come
to expect.
Westridge Construction Ltd.
435 Henderson Drive, Regina
(306) 352-2434
westridge.ca
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Legal
include using a limited partnership structure with a First
Nation or indigenous persons as limited partners; paying
reasonable salaries and bonuses to indigenous persons;
or using a trust structure with a First Nation or indigenous
persons as beneficiaries.
Specific attention needs to be paid to ensure a sufficient
“connection” between (i) the First Nation or indigenous
person receiving income, and (ii) a particular First Nations
reserve. Planning such as ensuring board and client
meetings occur on-reserve and having a physical office
on-reserve will help in ensuring this “connection” exists.
If the “connection” is not sufficient enough in the eyes of
Canada Revenue Agency, tax-exempt status will be lost.
2. Funding
When starting a business, financing is often critical
to a business’ survival. Thankfully for indigenous
entrepreneurs, there are excellent government programs
to provide funding for their ventures. Aboriginal Business
and Entrepreneurship Development (ABED) can provide
up to $99,999 in funding to indigenous businesses. In
addition, the national Procurement Strategy for Aboriginal
Business (PSAB) helps these indigenous businesses do
more contracting with all federal government departments
and agencies.

PROFESSIONAL PERSPECTIVES:

KEY LEGAL ISSUES FOR

INDIGENOUS ENTREPRENEURS

A

s Saskatchewan’s fastest growing segment of the
population, indigenous persons are getting involved
in a large number of new business ventures. At
First Nations throughout the province, economic
development is occurring at a breakneck pace. This economic
development is providing tangible benefits to First Nations.
According to one study, 40% of economic development
corporations (EDC) are the dominant employer in their
community. Further, indigenous persons comprise on average
72% of the employees of EDCs.
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In order to help indigenous entrepreneurs navigate some of the
legal complexities when starting a business, we’ve put together
a list of some of the more common issues they face.
1. Choosing a Business Structure
While a corporation is often the “go to” for most businesses,
there are many advantages to structures such as limited
partnerships or trusts for indigenous entrepreneurs. These
alternative structures often provide ways to tax income directly
in the hands of indigenous persons, thereby minimizing (or
eliminating) tax payable. Examples of this type of planning might

In addition to government grants, organizations such as
the Business Development Bank of Canada (BDC) provide
preferential loans to indigenous entrepreneurs. BDC itself
has a loan program that can provide up to $150,000 to
start a business or $250,000 for an existing business.
Other organizations such as Futurpreneur Canada (which
services all entrepreneurs) can provide up to $15,000 in
loans for new businesses.
3. Governance
Governance concerns itself with documents setting out
how the business will work. Board of director charters,
shareholders agreements, and partnership agreements
are some of the most common types of these documents.
Where entrepreneurs are expecting to bring on additional
shareholders or partners, these documents become
especially critical. They will help set the “rules of the game”
as far as the business is concerned and ultimately help
deal with disputes in the future. Some tangible examples
of these “rules” include the ability of shareholders or
partners to sell their interests in the venture; how
fundamental business decisions are made; how profits of
the business are to be paid; and processes for resolving
disputes among business partners.
Notably, these internal governance documents can have
a direct impact on access to financing. Many financial
institutions providing loans to indigenous entrepreneurs
will actively review these governance documents; if they

do not exist or are not comprehensive enough,
loans may not be advanced.
4. Professional Services
As a business matures, entrepreneurs will meet
lawyers, accountants, bankers, and insurers who
will help them along the way. Many of these
professionals are now offering specific service
packages aimed at entrepreneurs. Indigenous
entrepreneurs are encouraged to reach out to
these professionals as early in their business
life cycle as possible; most are willing to have a
free conversation just to see if the time is right
to engage their services. Living by the mantra “an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure”
saves not only headaches later on but could save
a business altogether.
At McKercher LLP, we have groups of lawyers
focused on start-ups and entrepreneurs as well
as First Nations legal issues. Our indigenous
practice group is specifically focused on economic
development, governance and rights based
issues. Together, we take a holistic approach to
indigenous entrepreneurship and collaborate
with our clients to help them succeed. We are
also proud to offer fixed-fee solutions to help
keep costs in check during the critical start-up
phase of a business.

Joseph A. Gill
McKercher LLP

374 Third Avenue South, Saskatoon, SK
(306) 653-2000
info@mckercher.ca
www.mckercher.ca
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Enter the business incubator.
Incubators are designed to give start-up companies space,
capital and guidance they need to launch themselves
successfully into their respective industries. The first formal
business incubator appeared in 1959 in Batavia, New York,
as the Batavia Industrial Center.1 Business incubators began
to take hold through the 1980s, and now, there are more
than 150 incubation spaces across Canada alone.2 Regina is
one of the few major cities in the country without a business
incubator—until now.
Aspiring entrepreneurs, say hello to the Conexus
Business Incubator.
Regina-based Conexus Credit Union recognized the need
for a business incubator in the city, and set to work to create
something for local entrepreneurs to spread their wings as
they get the advice they need to succeed. For Conexus, the
decision to embrace business incubation was an easy one.
“98 percent of the businesses in Saskatchewan are small or
micro businesses,” says Jordan McFarlen, Conexus Business
Incubator Manager. “Small businesses are a big part of the
provincial economy, and employ thousands of people.
Encouraging growth in small business just makes sense.

HATCH
A
NEW
VENTURE
THE CONEXUS BUSINESS INCUBATOR IS COMING

A

AUDACITY YQR

Like Conexus Credit Union, Economic Development Regina
sees great potential in the Queen City. Regina is home to many
entrepreneurs, creating successful ventures that not only
make their mark in Saskatchewan but also across the country
and around the world. However, a problem was identified
within all this success: no one was talking about it. Regina (and
Saskatchewan) is also home to people that are humble. People
don’t talk about their good fortune and success without a lot
of prodding and even then, they’re a bit embarrassed at the
attention. While it’s great to be humble, it also creates silos and
spaces where aspiring entrepreneurs can feel alone on their
journey.
It’s time to talk about it.
Economic Development Regina started work on how the
city could better support new and existing businesses and
identified several issues it could address to bring the city’s quiet
entrepreneurial spirit to the surface. “It became obvious that we
needed something to rally the community around and celebrate
the remarkable success that exists here,” says Kirk Morrison,
Director, Events, Conventions, Trade shows & Entrepreneurship
at Economic Development Regina. “We asked how we could
bring entrepreneurs and the community together to ‘show off’
our city and its entrepreneurial drive.”
It’s time to get audacious.
Audacity YQR is the rally point for the strategy and the movement
designed to propel Regina into the entrepreneurial limelight.
“We needed a way to get people talking and celebrating our city,
and Audacity YQR is the means to do that,” says Morrison. “We
have ongoing social media campaigns, events and promotion
to create the buzz our city needs to bolster the entrepreneurs
here and to attract more.” Launched earlier this year, Audacity
YQR is grabbing attention from every part of the community.
Entrepreneurs are encouraged to share their stories and reach
out to the Council and EDR with questions, advice and more.
It’s catching on quickly, and awareness and appreciation for the
businesses and people doing remarkable things in Regina is
building. “We need to support each other in our endeavours,
and celebrate our successes,” says Morrison. “When that
happens, we all do better and we encourage more success. It’s
a win for everybody.”

INSIDE THE TEMPORARY INCUBATOR SPACE

BY BROOK THALGOTT

FORTUNE FAVOURS
THE BRAVE:

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY CONEXUS CREDIT UNION

sk any entrepreneur about the hurdles they face when getting their idea off
the ground and the answers are often the same: lack of money, time and
guidance. Launching a business is hard in the best of times. Many would-be
ventures never realize their potential because the help they need isn’t
there when they need it. How can fledgling entrepreneurs get the help they need to be
successful long-term?

To learn about Audacity YQR and the Greater Regina Area (GRA)
Entrepreneurship Strategy, visit audacityyqr.ca.

CONEXUS BUSINESS INCUBATOR
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It benefits not only the entrepreneur, but the communities they operate
in and the province as a whole.” Conexus wants to reduce the barrier to
entrepreneurship and encourage more people to take the leap with the
supports in place that can help accelerate their success rate.
Conexus will officially launch its business incubator this fall, utilizing the former
offices of successful Regina start-up Gas Buddy at Innovation Place before
moving to their permanent home on College Avenue in 2020. “The business
incubator gathers together cohorts of start-up companies, and provides them
with the community, mentorship, and programming they need,” says McFarlen.
“Often, entrepreneurs have a great idea and an initial product they are taking to
market, but they need more support with things like revenue models, marketing
and growth strategies. We provide that advice, as well as access to capital and
the physical space they need to function.”
Innovation grows here.
Conexus also sees the incubator as more than just a place for companies to
launch. It also signals that Regina is a place to do business and be successful.

On the surface, it may not seem like Regina is a
hotbed of entrepreneurial innovation. However,
nothing could be further from the truth. “Regina
is a great place to start a business, and we want
everyone to know that,” says McFarlen. “You
don’t have to move away to be successful and
do great things. Innovative technologies and big
ideas aren’t exclusive to Silicon Valley. We have
everything we need right here to take our place
as an economic force.”
The first cohort will join the incubator soon,
with McFarlen anticipating most companies
residing within it for one to two years. “We’re
initially tailoring our incubator experience to
each start-up we’re working with. Every business
is different and we’re not taking a cookie cutter

approach,” he says. “Our goal is to turn out
successful ventures into the world, giving them
the leg up they need to get there. There is so
much talent here in Regina, and Conexus can’t
wait to join them on their journey.”
To learn more about the Conexus Business
Incubator, visit conexusbuildingcommunities.ca/
business-incubator.
1
https://www.wired.com/story/how-a-1950s-egg-farmhatched-the-modern-startup-incubator/
2
https://medium.com/mentornity-blog/150accelerators-and-incubators-in-canada-6111e89e2fd8

Not only is Conexus making
its mark with the Business
Incubator, they’re also
working on their own
Venture Capital Fund.
Conexus’ incubation space
is one part of their plan
to grow entrepreneurial
opportunities in
Saskatchewan. Their future
Venture Capital Fund will
bridge even more gaps for
entrepreneurs, providing
access to much needed
capital for start-up ventures.
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EDWARDS EXECUTIVE EDUCATION
TAKES LEADERS TO THE NEXT LEVEL
BY ELIZABETH IRELAND
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY EDWARDS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

BACK IN 2018!

Watch your mailbox and your favourite local businesses this fall to get yours.

Eat. Shop. Live.

LOVE LOCAL

Be part of the best guide to everything local this holiday season.
Contact us today to book your spot in Merry & Bright 2018 - spaces are filling fast.

Paul Huber (306) 551-6632
paul.huber@industrywestmagazine.com
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AS THE SAYING GOES, “SUCCESS IS A LADDER THAT CANNOT
BE CLIMBED WITH YOUR HANDS IN YOUR POCKET.”

or close to 40 years, Edwards Executive Education at the University
of Saskatchewan has offered professional development courses
intended to advance careers and facilitate leadership competence.
In 2017, more than 1,100 individuals took courses with Edwards
Executive Education (with many of those supported by their employer). All
courses are taught by Edwards School of Business faculty or practicing subject
matter experts.
“Ongoing education can have so many benefits for an individual—whether
that’s developing new skills, learning from others’ experiences or expanding

a professional network. Individuals who have
graduated from our programs find that the
knowledge gained has helped to progress
their personal and professional journeys,” says
Ashley Drozda, Manager of Executive Education,
Edwards School of Business. Drozda is an
Edwards graduate herself (B.Comm. 2006) with a
major in marketing who returned to work at the
business school in 2013.
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"Both the public offering
and customized in-house
Edwards programs have
proven beneficial to our
company. At the public
programs our employees
get the chance to work
with, and learn from,
professionals in other
industries. The customized
programs facilitate
team-building and allow us
to explore leadership and
management specific to the
industry we work in.”
– Rory Duncan, Vice
President & General
Manager, Howatt Consulting
Project Management Training
One of Edwards Executive Education’s most
popular courses is its Masters Certificate in
Project Management. This certificate is offered in
partnership with the Schulich School of Business
at York University in Toronto. It was developed
by the National Program Director, David Barrett,
and is aligned with the Project Management
Institute (PMI) and the Project Management Body
of Knowledge.
The certificate is designed to build excellent
project management skills. Offered in both
Regina and Saskatoon, it consists of nine
modules for 18 days taught over the course of
five months. It also prepares students to write
the Project Management Professional (PMP)
certification exam.
Effective Executive Leadership Program
This flagship retreat-style program is designed
for senior managers and executives from
a variety of sectors. It has been offered
by Edwards for over 30 years—with an
emphasis on personal and professional growth.
The program takes place in January and May in
Waskesiu Lake.
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“Our Effective Executive Leadership Program focuses on six core areas—
personal growth, working with others, performance measurement, strategic
management, organizational culture and ethical decision-making. Students
appreciate the importance of being nimble and increasing their skill set, as
well as the terrific networking opportunities that the program provides,”
said Drozda.
The program’s health and work-life balance components enable participants
to take control of their lives by returning focus to a healthy, balanced lifestyle.
All Edwards Executive Education programs are available to executives, managers
or professionals who want to gain additional knowledge in a dynamic learning
environment. Most classes are held at the KW Nasser Centre, located at 256 3rd
Avenue South in downtown Saskatoon (typically during work hours).
There are also a variety of programs offered in Management, Leadership,
Communications, Governance, Women’s Initiatives, and Project and Process
Management. “We have a lot of great one-day courses that provide great value,”
explained Drozda. In addition, Edwards Executive Education offers customized
on-site training programs for organizations with multiple students and specific
intended outcomes. Courses are non-credit, and pricing is competitive with
other Canadian continuing education programs.
For more information and a list of courses offered, go to edwards.usask.ca/
programs/execed.

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
TRAINING

Whatever your goal, we have a project
management training course for you.
If you want to build a strong foundation
of project management skills:

T H E 3 - D AY

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

COURSE

If you want to take your skills to the next
level or obtain a PMP designation:

M A S T E R S C E R T I F I C AT E I N

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

execed.info/projectmanagement
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SAY HELLO TO

SASKINTERACTIVE
SUPPORTING SASKATCHEWAN’S
INTERACTIVE DIGITAL MEDIA INDUSTRY

BY THOMAS ARCHER, SASKINTERACTIVE CEO AND
JACINTHE CHAPADOS, SASKINTERACTIVE MEMBER SERVICES COORDINATOR

So, what is interactive digital media (IDM)?
Interactive Digital Media is a large and complex industry but simply put—anyone
who produces digital content and environments where users can actively
participate or collaboratively participate among multiple users for the purpose
of entertainment, information or education, and is commonly delivered via the
internet, mobile networks, gaming consoles or media storage devices.
Think of web development, mobile games, console and PC/computer based
games, virtual/augmented/mixed reality, apps, e-learning, social media and
content development, connected devices, data, interactive storytelling and
digital arts and you should be able to grasp the concept of the types of work
our membership produces. Our members design and develop digital products
that can and are distributed globally.
Meet a SaskInteractive Member
In Saskatchewan, we’re starting to see a rise in developers and designers with
the drive to produce and sell their video games and interactive products in the
global market. BitCutter Studios is a SaskInteractive member in Regina. They
have begun to see success and revenue from their recent game Balloonatics, a
team-based multiplayer game that supports cross-play between VR and non-VR
players. Players pilot balloon-suspended baskets, collecting and using weapons
to take down their opponents. It’s been described as similar to Mario Kart’s
battle mode, but with more action, strategy, and variety.

BITCUTTER GAME BALLOONATICS

T

he interactive digital media industry contributes nearly $125.3 billion
in global economic activity (projected for 2018 by NewZoo) just in
the video game sub-sector. Canada’s video game industry in 2016
contributed $3.7 billion to the annual GDP and is expected to continue
at 24% growth annually. Meanwhile in 2016, “App” creation was a $37 billion
industry with 6.1 billion mobile devices expected by 2020. Mobile devices as a
mass market platform alone are outpacing human growth.
The Saskatchewan Interactive Media Association Inc. (SaskInteractive) is the
provincial association for interactive digital media (IDM.) Our mission is to
promote and support the growth, sustainability and the competitiveness of
the province’s IDM industry through education, growing entrepreneurship
networks, and further developing public policy. SaskInteractive works with local,
provincial, national and international agencies to leverage and build up member
business profiles.
This past year SaskInteractive has supported members through educational
workshops, monthly networking events, lunch and learns, and video game
design camps for youth. We are proud to partner with industry on hackathons
and game jams and education to develop strategies for youth.
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BITCUTTER GAME BALLOONATICS
CHARACTER KLAUSE

BITCUTTER CO-FOUNDER MIKE BERGER

SaskInteractive sat down with Mike Berger and Taylor Eichhorst, co-founders
of BitCutter to learn more about their Regina-based venture. BitCutter began
their journey six years ago, developing games together mostly as a hobby. In
early 2017, Berger and Eichorst left their full-time jobs to officially start BitCutter
Studios. Their work is produced in a home office, including code, modelling,
sound, and infrastructure. Taylor claims the long winters in Saskatchewan
provide a lot of indoor time to focus creatively on games. BitCutter indicates
Saskatchewan is a great place to live but there could be more done to further
assist new businesses by offering more co-working space, funding initiatives,
and services and guidance on how businesses can get started.
The BitCutter founders have some advice for aspiring developers. Expect to get
critical feedback which can assist you on refining the product or service. They
also advise that new entrepreneurs should assume that most tasks will take
twice as long as you’d think, and then double that. “In the worst case, you are
pleasantly surprised when something is done early,” say Berger and Eichorst.
“Regarding game development, start with small projects so you can see it to
completion. Take on challenges that take you out of your comfort zone. Plan
and invest in marketing and build a following before a release.”
For more information on BitCutter, visit BitCutter.com and learn more about
SaskInteractive at SaskInteractive.com.

BITCUTTER CO-FOUNDER TAYLOR EICHHORST
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MIX AND MATCH
LET THE 4Ps OF MARKETING GUIDE YOUR WAY
BY VICTORIA RYAN

I

f you have ever taken a marketing course, chances are that you have heard
about the 4 Ps. The 4 Ps is a marketing framework that was first introduced
in 1960 by American marketing professor Jerome McCarthy.

Industry West reached out to two Saskatchewan marketing professionals to ask
their thoughts on the 4 Ps and whether the popular marketing framework is
still applicable in today’s business environment. Ben Tingley is the founder and
CEO of BravoTango, an advertising agency based in Regina and Kelowna, B.C.
Jill Sauter is a marketing professional in Saskatoon with many years’ experience
in marketing, sales, business development and helping clients with their
marketing needs.
Both Tingley and Sauter passionately maintain that the 4 Ps are still relevant
and applicable today. “I believe strongly that the 4 Ps are imperative for any
marketing strategy,” Tingley says. “[Entrepreneurs, business people, marketers]
absolutely must analyze the 4 Ps. They have to go through each P or each facet
and answer the questions.” Sauter agrees with Tingley. “Absolutely, without
question,” she says. “You have to spend the time on all of the elements of the
4 Ps.”
“When business owners and those with ideas…don’t analyze [the four Ps] deep
enough, that’s when they get into trouble,” says Tingley. “You can’t say that one
is more important than the other. If you cut corners on one of them, it will come
back and bite you.”

PRODUCT
PRICING

For the product P, Tingley explains: “You might be selling widgets, but what is
it that the people are actually buying from you? Are they buying convenience,
or are they buying time savers, are they buying efficiency, peace of mind?” A
product or service has both tangible and intangible attributes that need to be
considered.
“Pricing is [the P] that is often overlooked,” says Sauter. For commodity type
products, some companies will simply adopt the competitor’s price instead of
thinking about how they could add value to the product. If the price is higher
than that of competitors’, it has to be clear why the product is worth more.
Tingley recalls a group of students that developed a product which they
differentiated based on using recycled materials. By connecting a fairly simple
product to a greater cause (recycling and reducing waste), the intangible value
justified a higher price.

PLACE

PROMOTION

selling and why you are selling…that’s how you
find out how you need to promote it! There is a
good chance the answer will be digital and a mix
of something else.”
Digital and social media advertising add more
promotional options but marketing budgets
remain relatively the same. “The pie has a few
more slices,” says Tingley. Some people think
that social media is the cheapest, most costeffective way to advertise but it still has to fit with
the overall marketing strategy. Tingley advises
to be mindful of what social media is. It’s an
online environment where people socialize and
connect with other people, not a place for hard
selling. “When you start pushing ads towards
[social media users], you are kind of interrupting
what they are there for,” he says. “You’ve got
to be delicate, balanced. The ads have to be
engaging, providing a service that is answering
their needs [and] their wants.”
Sauter has also seen companies that think
that social media and digital advertising is the
universal solution to promotion. “Yes, there are
new ways of getting your message out, but social
media isn’t the end…ten years from now it will be
something different,” she says. Sauter compares
this to a few years ago when everybody saw a
need to develop an app for basically everything.
In smaller companies, marketing is sometimes
overlooked and falls down the to-do list.
“[Business owners] are looking for that silver
bullet,” says Sauter. “They are looking for the
formula that says if you do ‘x’, ‘y’ and ‘z’, then you
will increase your sales and profitability.”

The magic silver bullet probably doesn’t
exist, but going back to the 4 Ps as
Place, or distribution, has changed with online shopping.
a basic marketing framework
It changes things both from a competitive point of view
can help in figuring out a
The 4 Ps are Product,
(everything can be available from anywhere in the
marketing strategy with
world), but also from an opportunistic point of view
Pricing, Place and Promotion.
the right balance of
(reaching customers in new locations).
The 4 Ps are also referred to as
promotional tools.
the ‘marketing mix’ and guide the
Promotion is what most people think of when
they hear ‘marketing’. It’s an important P but not
marketing strategy for a product or
more important than any of the other three. To
service. It’s like a four-legged chair
determine how to promote a product it all comes
that will need all four legs for the right
down to the analysis of the 4 Ps, proving exactly
balance. If one leg (or P) is weak, or
why they are still so important. “There is no one
another is over-emphasized, the
size fits all,” Sauter says and Tingley agrees. “Find out
chair, or the marketing mix
who your target market is, and your demographics
wobbles.
and what makes them tick,” Tingley says. “And when you
answer all these questions and do a competitor analysis,
and a pricing strategy and you figure out where you are
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Future

REMOTE
WORKING

IS ON
THE RISE
BY VICTORIA RYAN

A

s a ‘cubicle rat’, it can be easy to envy
friends and co-workers that have the
‘luxury’ of working remotely. No need
to get dressed in business attire
every morning; no rush traffic or parking issues
to deal with.
Working remotely can mean working from
home, the local coffee shop or in a co-working
location. Completely virtual companies are
emerging with no physical presence at all. A
more common scenario is a company that will
allow its employees to partially work remotely or
hiring more freelance workers. Online platforms
such as Upwork, FlexJobs and Freelancer enable
freelancers to connect with potential employers
regardless of physical location. Technologies
such as the Cloud, mobile hotspots, and VPNs
can facilitate a virtual office basically anywhere in
the world. There are some clear benefits to both
the worker and the company but there are also
a few things to be aware of.
The most attractive advantage with working
remotely is the flexibility it can offer. Instead of
commuting to and from the office, that time can
be used to be productive freeing up more time
for family and hobbies. Woke up to a child with a
cold? Work from home instead of taking a day off.
Some freelancers can have even more flexibility
and schedule contracts and work around their
day, week, or simply take the work with them to
the beach in Hawaii.
Insightrix, a Saskatoon based market research
firm allows staff to work remotely when needed
and has one full-time employee in Thailand.
Corrin Harper, Insightrix President and CEO,
identifies several advantages with allowing
employees to work from home. “Some people
just need a mental break from the office and
enjoy a day working from home wrapping up
some needed administrative and/or project
work,” she says.
Greg Sutton is the co-founder and CEO of
TinyEYE, also based in Saskatoon. TinyEYE offers
online speech, language and occupational
therapy through a pool of approximately 200
therapists that all work from home. Of the 50
corporate employees, about 75% work remotely.
“[Remote workers] are often the most productive
team members,” he says. “We have the right
people in the right spots.”
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In addition to the flexibility it provides her staff, Harper says she can reach
new markets by having a physical presence in other regions. “Having remote
workers has improved our bottom line through the ability to sell into new
geographic areas.”
The main financial advantage for a company is usually a reduction in cost for
office space. Employing freelancers on contract and project basis means not
having them on permanent payroll. For Harper, her company is more attractive
as an employer and while difficult to quantify, she believes there is a reduction
in recruitment costs. Plus, Harper believes it also allows her to recruit in a wider
geographical area. “It can be sometimes difficult to find a certain skill set in
Saskatoon and having technology that support securely working remotely has
enabled us to reach out [to] qualified employees that may be not be interested
in moving to Saskatoon but are interested in working for our organization,” she
says. Greg Sutton agrees. “Utilizing remote employees allows TinyEYE access to
a bigger labour pool with a wide range of skills, experience, values, and visions
that match the goals of TinyEYE.”
The drawbacks of working outside the office can be a lack of discipline and a
blur of the line between work and home life. Sutton acknowledges that remote
work isn’t for everyone. He says that it needs to be clear that the prospective
employee is self-driven and can self-manage. “We need to be diligent on who
we are hiring,” says Sutton.
And not all types of roles in a company are suited for remote work. Harper
explains: “For example, it is hard for a receptionist to work remotely. This means
that some departments have the flexibility while some do not.”
Another disadvantage can be loneliness and the lack of interaction with
co-workers both from a social perspective (coffee break chats and water
cooler gossip), as well as from a work-related perspective. Sutton says that it
is important to “…proactively work towards engaging people and be on the ball
about connections with team members.” All meetings are on camera and while
he tries to bring in managers and some employees at least annually, he admits
that there are employees he has never met in person.
To combat the issue of loneliness and feeling disconnected if working extensively,
or entirely out of the office, some people opt to work in co-working spaces.
The basic idea of co-working is to provide a space were entrepreneurs, startups, freelancers and remote workers have access to the amenities of an office

such as a desk, reliable internet and technology,
meeting rooms and likeminded people. It
provides a work environment with both social as
well as professional benefits such as networking
opportunities. Some co-working spaces arrange
events, seminars and guest speakers.
The Link Office Hub, (‘the Link’), in Saskatoon
provides stylish office space with focus on
companies with one to three employees. There is
an option to work in the open co-working space
at a dedicated desk which is popular among
people looking for an alternative to coffee shops,
libraries and other public places.
Kendra Rodych is the owner of the Link. She says
she has seen an uptick in this type of working
environment which correlates to the increasing
number of small businesses in Saskatchewan.
"Our members love the professional atmosphere
at The Link,” Rodych says. The offices come with
receptionist services, internet, kitchen facilities
and meeting rooms. Rodych finds that the
private offices are more popular than the open
desks. “…because people like the option to close
their door and work uninterrupted and come out
into the common areas when they would like to
socialize, network and collaborate.”
Whether the new office is your home, the local
coffee joint or the new cool co-working space
in town, there are certainly more opportunities,
advanced technology and more employers that
are discovering the advantages of reshaping the
traditional office model. TinyEYE’s Greg Sutton
sums it up quite simply: “work is what you do,
not where you do it.”

Small

GET AHEAD WITH YOUR

SMALL BUSINESS
BY TENILLE BRYANTON, CONEXUS CREDIT UNION

W

ith Conexus, empowering
Saskatchewan's small businesses
to be successful is tied to
everything they do, especially
since they are Saskatchewan's largest locally
owned credit union. That's why, in partnership
with Meyers Norris Penny (MNP), Conexus
offers a series of entrepreneurial webinars and
seminars to all Saskatchewan business owners
at no cost. This provides a unique opportunity
for Saskatchewan's business leaders and
entrepreneurs to better manage their finances
and grow their business, with access to expert
advice from Conexus.
Through these partnerships, Conexus and MNP
are able to support the communities they serve.
Entrepreneurs are able to achieve success by
acquiring the tools they need to excel in the
current economic market. The program has
been running since June 2016 and continues to
offer a different class schedule each month to
those who enroll in the program. The webinars
are hosted online, making it convenient for you
to watch live, or via recorded session.
MNP's business expertise has provided
education on a range of topics including
cash management and succession planning
to over 715 Saskatchewan business owners.
For a full list of courses and to register, visit
conexuscourseregistration.net

Courses Currently Available
Network and Business Development
August 23, 2018 9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m. CST
Interviewing 101
September 6, 2018 10:30 a.m.
12:00 p.m. CST
Strategic Planning
September 18, 2018 1:00 p.m
2:30 p.m. CST
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Money

COMMITTED TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

IN CHANGING TIMES:

TD BANK GROUP IS READY
BY BROOK THALGOTT

Thinking about your own
entrepreneurial journey? Robert
Ghazal, TD Bank Group Senior Vice
President, Prairie Region, has some
advice whether you’re a start-up or
scaling up.
• Have a 360° view of your business.
“It’s easy to get caught up in an
idea, but take the time to think it
through. Plan ahead as much as
you can.”
• Be aware of the work ahead.
“A successful business requires
the proverbial blood, sweat and
tears. You have to be ready for the
workload it takes.”
• Watch for blind spots. “In the race
to succeed, it’s easy to miss things.
Protect yourself and your venture.
Identify all the risks and mitigate
accordingly.”
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T

he Times They Are a-Changin’, as the song by Bob Dylan goes. It
was true in 1964, and it’s true today. We’re living in a time of great
change, led by everything from technology to demographics to the
environment. Change surrounds us, and it makes many of us question
what is next for us, our families, our communities and our livelihoods. TD Bank
Group has identified this uncertainty as an issue to address head on. While
community relations and giving are nothing new in the corporate world, TD’s
new approach certainly is.
Earlier this year, TD took a bold step and developed the Ready Commitment.
Their new initiative is aimed at the change and uncertainty facing not only
their customers, but the communities they serve. TD Bank Group will target
$1 billion in total by 2030 towards community giving in four areas—Financial
Security, a more Vibrant Planet, Connected Communities and Better Health.
Following the Ready Commitment, TD launches the TD Ready Challenge, an
annual initiative that offers up to ten $1 million grants to organizations that
have scalable ideas to address the issues identified for the Ready Commitment.
The 2018 Challenge is aimed at addressing the issue of financial security as
income volatility becomes a concern for more people.
Industry West caught up with Robert Ghazal, Senior Vice President, Prairie
Region, to discuss the Ready Challenge and what it means for TD. “The Ready
Challenge gives TD access to new thoughts and approaches on the issues
being addressed by the Ready Commitment,” says Ghazal. “The definitions are
broad, like ‘financial security’ for example, but that allows us the flexibility to
find solutions at the micro level.” Ghazal sees the Ready Challenge initiative as
a way to reach non-profit organizations and charities that have firm approaches

on addressing financial security issues but need
the resources to extend their reach. “We know
there are organizations with great ideas to solve
these problems,” says Ghazal. “Solutions to
support entrepreneurship, job training or small
business exist at the grassroots level. The Ready
Challenge lets us find them, support them, scale
them up and in turn, make a difference in the
lives of people in the communities we work.”
Outside of the Ready Commitment, TD supports
entrepreneurship and innovation through
its core business, and embraces the growing
diversity around it. Entrepreneurship is changing
as more women, youth, new Canadians and
Indigenous people forge their own path into
business and TD sees it. “TD has recognized
that entrepreneurship and innovation is a goal
for so many different people, with new insights
and visions,” says Ghazal. “And we recognize the
robust, deep-rooted entrepreneurial spirit that
exists in Western Canada, and the challenges
entrepreneurs face along the way. We’re there to
assist through not only initiatives like the Ready
Challenge, but also in our everyday business.”

YOUR WINGS
ALREADY EXIST.
ALL YOU HAVE
TO DO IS FLY.

Learn what lies within you. You have the
wisdom, strength and intuition to succeed.
Connect with the Enneagram Personality
System and learn how to communicate
better, manage conflict and use your
talents to their fullest with what you
already have within.
Book an Enneagram Personality System
workshop for your organization and
unlock the success in your team.

Roland Legge
(306) 620-7478
rolandlegge@relconsultants.com
relconsultants.com
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GET UNPLUGGED
BY DARCI LANG

O

n one of my last flights, I asked the guy beside
me, “Are you going to work or on a holiday?” He
replies, “Work. I wish it was for a holiday! That
would be fun. I've got at least one hundred days
to take and I just don't seem to get to it." All I could think
was, “How sad is that?” We spent the flight talking about
how he could start taking those much-needed days off.
Being exhausted and not taking holidays is not a badge of
honor. It hurts your health, the health of your business and
your relationships with family and friends.
I have been an entrepreneur half of my life and I know what
is like to be busy and have times of imbalance but we have
to make time for the people we love. If we don’t, they start
to resent what we do. They start to see the business as
the place that takes from the family, rather than the place
that adds value to it. When did we start to get “so busy”?
Is there something we can do to change that? Being overworked is a slow progression. First, we brought our laptop
home one evening, two evenings and then the weekends.
Getting balance back in our lives starts the same way. We
need to slowly back away from being so busy. Busy is a
great way to avoid the things we need to be working on in
our life. Mentally, physically and with our family. We attach
way too much of our self-esteem to what we do. In my line
of work, that is a lonely place to get your self-esteem from.
Make a list of what you want to do this summer to reconnect
with you and the people you love. Make a serious plan to
put that in place. Trust and empower your staff to take
over while you are away. I am sure some of them wish you
would take a holiday!
Unplug your phone. When I am off, I only use my phone
to text. No notifications of any kind. I am shocked when
I email a client and they say, “Oh, I am just sitting here on
my deck with my family.” Huh? Then why are you answering
your emails? I wear a watch. My teenagers say it’s “old
school” but the watch means I don’t check my phone for
the time. Be off. Fully off.
Get out into nature, without your phone. Just be. Sit on a
bench, walk the dog, sit by the lake or go for a hike as a
family. Do something that gets you grounded again.
If you have a client that does not respect your need for a
vacation, maybe they aren’t the right client for you. My very
successful client, Bob, uses a notification that reads: “Ahhh,
can you smell the pine trees? Hear the sound of the lake
washing up on the rocks? Imagine me sitting in my lawn
chair watching the sunrise? Well that is where I am, and
that is why you won’t hear from me until August 20th!”
Have a wonderful summer,
Darci

SPEAKER AND AUTHOR DARCI LANG
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Darci Lang is an inspirational speaker, an award-winning
entrepreneur, a best-selling author, a wife and a mom, whose
simple tool helps individuals reframe the way they look at, and
think about, their work and their interactions and relationships
with others.
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MAKE MEETINGS WORK:
THE RESORT AT CYPRESS HILLS
BY BROOK THALGOTT

E

veryone knows the feeling when a meeting request arrives in your
inbox. It’s a mix of dread and panic, punctuated with an eye roll and a
groan. This is doubly true when the meeting is offsite, and labelled an
“event” or a “retreat.” It doesn’t have to be this way. You can organize
and hold a staff meeting or retreat that can be productive, effective and
enjoyable for everyone. And, you don’t have to go far to make it happen. The
Resort at Cypress Hills, located in Cypress Hills Interprovincial Park near Maple
Creek, is the perfect place to host your next corporate meeting, event or retreat.
No one will groan when they get that meeting request.
No matter the size or length of your event, the Resort has the facilities and
accommodations to make your next event a success from beginning to end.
You can take your meeting out of the boardroom, escape the distractions of
the office and focus on what you and your team need to accomplish. Your only
distraction might be the great outdoors you’re surrounded by. Don’t worry—the
team at The Resort will make sure you slot in some time for fun and relaxation
too. “We can make your event one that your team will talk about for years to
come—for all the right reasons,” says Kim Eng, co-owner. “No matter the time
of year you’re here, your corporate event can be one that is both productive
and fun for everyone.”
The Resort features a range of accommodation options, your choice of several
different event rooms, each set up specific to your event. With a great catering
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“The Resort at Cypress Hills
has hosted the Saskatchewan
Summer Star Party, held in August
each year, for 21 years. Their
professional staff have always
gone the extra mile to ensure
that our events are successful.
The chef and kitchen staff are to
be commended for the delicious
banquet they prepare for us each
year. We are looking forward to
working with them again this
year to make sure our 300+
attendees have an enjoyable
experience.” - Les Dickson, Chair,
2018 Saskatchewan Summer
Star Party.

“Medicine Hat Public School Division has been holding a yearly retreat at The Resort at Cypress
Hills for greater than two decades. Throughout the years, we have enjoyed the picturesque location
while receiving excellent banquet and meeting services. We return every year to the great service
and welcoming spirit of the wonderful staff.” Mark Davidson, Superintendent, Medicine Hat School
District No. 76.

menu from which to choose your group’s meals,
your next meeting, retreat or banquet is sure
to be a success. Your meeting space choices
include the large Wapiti Room (250 people), the
smaller Cypress Room (80 people) and the lovely
Upper Dining (80 people). Available seasonally,
the beautiful outdoor courtyard accommodates
100 plus people, and it’s perfect for break-out
sessions, lunches, breaks and more. “If you need
to host a large meeting or something small, or
need space to spread out for sessions, we can
do it,” says Eng.
When you choose to host your event at The
Resort, you will get assistance from their
in-house event planner, who offers a host of
planning options from setting up room blocks,
arranging menus, and coordinating room
set-up and equipment. “Whatever you need for
planning, we can help,” says Eng. “We can assist
with technology, special menus, and arranging
plans with other vendors.” The Resort at Cypress

Hills has hosted meetings and conferences for many years, working with
government ministries, the energy sector, youth leaders, rural municipalities
and various associations. Their experience with retreat planning and hosting
is also extensive, having hosted groups of all sizes for yoga, fitness, quilting,
scrapbooking, photography, art, astronomy and much, much more.
The Resort offers the space, accommodations and amenities you and your
guests need for a wonderful stay. Not only are the meeting spaces designed
for productive work, the Resort is a beautiful, relaxing place to enjoy. Nestled
in Saskatchewan’s gorgeous Cypress Hills, the views alone are worth the trip.
Team building activities abound, with access to everything from beautiful hiking
trails to fishing, zip-lining to horseback riding, to boating and swimming and so
much more. The season you visit doesn’t matter either—there are things to do
and see year-round.
Let The Resort at Cypress Hills make your next meeting, conference or retreat
one to remember. Break out of your boardroom and make your way to the
southwest. Your staff will thank you for it.
For information, contact the Groups and Events Department at groups@
resortatcypresshills.ca or call (306) 662-4477 extension 156.
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Start
questions from the audience for six minutes.
The atmosphere was positive and supportive
all-round.
After a secret ballot vote by Seeds for Dreams
members, Jessica Wruck and her Wruck Riding
Centre received a cheque for $10,300. In her
pitch, she emphasized the benefits of children
and teens interacting with horses. Wruck
plans to spend the funding on a strategic plan,
infrastructure and an additional horseback riding
facility for her Western riding school located
outside of Saskatoon.

SEEDS FOR DREAMS, APRIL 10

SEEDS FOR DREAMS
CELEBRATES ITS ONE YEAR ANNIVERSARY
BY ELIZABETH IRELAND

PHOTOS BY TAMARA DAYLE

Alisha Esmail is the owner and CEO of Road Coffee
Company and was the third Seeds for Dreams
recipient. Months later, she is still thrilled about
the impact that the Seeds for Dreams funding
had on her coffee business and its growth.

ROAD COFFEE CO. PROVIDES AN UPDATE

“It came at a really key time for my business. I
was able to buy a coffee roaster and hire my
first full-time employee,” says Esmail. With a
background in international development,
Esmail’s business focuses on bridging the gap
between coffee bean farmers in other countries
and local consumers—producing some delicious
coffee in the process.
Chris Ransom is Operations Manager at Ranco
Millwork + Commercial Cabinetry and a Seeds
for Dreams member. Ransom says: “There is
nothing quite like this. It’s so great to learn about
female-led businesses and to be a small part of
their entrepreneurial dreams.”
Meraki + Light photography co-owners Tamarah
Hodgson and Tammy Zdunich pitched the
crowd on The Well Collaborative—a gathering
place, workshop and event space for Saskatoon
women in the Broadway district. Although the
pair did not receive the night’s final funding,
Zdunich says: “We feel like we have already won
and we’re grateful for the amazing publicity this
Seeds for Dreams pitching opportunity provided
for our business.”

A

s the saying goes ‘many hands
make light work’ and this concept
can definitely be applied to
entrepreneurial financing in
Saskatchewan.
On the evening of April 10, the organization
Seeds for Dreams heard pitches from three
fortunate Saskatoon-based businesses. Seeds
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WRUCK RIDING CENTRE RECEIVES A CHEQUE
for Dreams is a local source of early stage financing for smaller female-led
companies. Four times a year each Seeds for Dreams member provides $100
to the business with the best pitch and, with more than 100 members, the final
cheque is significant. The funds are awarded without transfer of equity or debt
obligations.
The businesses that pitched at the one year anniversary event were Jami Young
Coaching & Consulting, Meraki + Light photography and Wruck Riding Centre.
Each individual, or pair, presented for four minutes and answered challenging

In order to pitch entrepreneurs must meet the
following criteria: the company is headquartered
in Saskatchewan, the company has been in
operation for one year (it can still be pre-revenue
if demonstrated close-to-market) and the
company has at least one female team leader
or owner.
Seeds for Dreams is still accepting new members
(men and women) willing to commit $100 for
four recipients each year. Find out more at the
website seedsfordreams.ca or email seeds@
seedsfordreams.ca.
JESSICA WRUCK GETS $10,300 FOR HER VENTURE
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PRAIRIE FOOD FAIRE
SHOWCASES SASKATOON’S
FINE
RESTAURANTS
STORY AND PHOTOS BY ELIZABETH IRELAND

O

n the evening of May 9, guests at the Saskatoon Club had the opportunity
to visit ten of Saskatoon’s best local restaurants all under one roof. The
night’s culinary journey included three popular dishes from each restaurant,
interspersed with wine and beer stations for liquid refreshment.
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The Saskatoon Club’s Executive Chef Anthony
McCarthy spearheaded this unique evening. The
Prairie Food Faire also served as an unofficial
tour for non-members through the Club and its
latest renovations.
The ten terrific restaurants on hand for the
evening included The Cure Artisanal Charcuterie,
The Hollows, Il Secondo, Little Bird Pâtisserie &
Café, Odd Couple, Nosh Eatery & Tap, Picaro,
Primal, The Saskatoon Club and Shift (at Remai
Modern).
“This is an event I’ve been wanting to do for a few
years now. With so many great local restaurants
doing amazing food, the time was right to
showcase them in this way. I was thrilled from
the response when I put the invite out to all the

great restaurants, and look forward to building on the inaugural success of this
event,” says Chef McCarthy.
Food highlights included Little Bird’s signature chocolate birch cake and lemon
tarts, The Hollows’ beet salad with goat cheese and pistachios, Shift’s beef
tartare with mint tahini and pomegranate seeds, Primal’s spicy meatballs, and
Odd Couple’s Asian sausage and sweet potato potstickers.
Spencer Early and his wife Jan have been members of the Saskatoon Club for
more than 15 years (his father and grandfather were also Club members). The
Earlys were enjoying the evening with their friends Bill and Maureen Preston,
who were actually the first couple to be married at the Club.
“I’m impressed by the quality and variety of the food here. These are some of the
best restaurants in the city and it’s the first time the Club has done something
quite like this,” says Early.
Overall there was a good mix of meat, fish and vegetarian dishes, as well as
enough delicious desserts to tempt any palate. Guests were encouraged to
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circulate and mingle while trying new dishes and
meeting new people.
Joel Hassler and Lorenzo Brazzini are co-owners
of The Cure Artisanal Charcuterie. A native of
Perugia, Italy, Brazzini previously worked as a
sous chef at the Club with Chef McCarthy. Hassler
was born in Saskatoon and shared the sous chef
position with Brazzini.
The Cure produces hand-crafted charcuterie
on a larger scale, caters events and supplies
local restaurants with its cured meat products.
Originally just wholesale, Brazzini and Hassler
also opened a brick and mortar location in
Riversdale a year ago.
“It’s a pleasure to do events like this. It helps to
get out in the Saskatoon community so people
can get to know us and taste our products,” says
Brazzini.
After guests consumed many tempting dishes,
Odd Couple was chosen as the people’s choice
for best Prairie Food Faire restaurant. The
Hollows was picked as the judges’ choice for best
restaurant. Both restaurants are located in the
trendy Riversdale district of Saskatoon.

Your Best Resource
For Group Benefits

GUY LONECHILD,

CEO - FIRST NATIONS POWER AUTHORITY

O

the last page of every issue of Industry West, we find a Saskatchewan business person or leader to answer our version
of the Proust Questionnaire. Marcel Proust made the questionnaire famous, believing that 35 specific questions could
reveal a person’s true nature. We grabbed this idea—you’ve probably seen it in Vanity Fair—and made our own version.
The first five questions are ours, and then we ask our subject to pick their favourite Proust questions to answer.

Meet Guy Lonechild, CEO of First Nations Power Authority. Here’s what he had to say.
1. WHERE ARE YOU FROM?
White Bear First Nation—Treaty #2 & #4 Territory
2. WHERE DID YOU ATTEND SCHOOL AND WHAT DID YOU
STUDY?
Cape Breton University, Masters of Business Administration,
Strategic Leadership and San Diego Golf Academy, Associates
of Business in Golf Complex Operations Management
3. WHAT IS YOUR CAREER HISTORY?
White Bear Golf Course, Tri-Link Resources, White Bear First
Nations, Meyers Norris Penny, Federation of Saskatchewan
Indian Nations, Lonechild and Associates, First Nations Power
Authority
4. WHAT’S THE BEST PIECE OF BUSINESS OR CAREER
ADVICE YOU HAVE OR HAVE BEEN GIVEN?
“Go to school, get your education.” Being open to advice;
observing; learning; can open new doors.
5. WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE THING ABOUT
SASKATCHEWAN?
White Bear Lake Golf Course (Where it all began, working,
playing, socializing, and learning about the game)
6. WHAT IS YOUR IDEA OF PERFECT HAPPINESS?
Being on vacation with the family and waking up on a Saturday
somewhere with a cup of coffee. Leah, Darian and I love
travelling to US.
7. WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT STATE OF MIND?
Gratitude with a positive outlook on all opportunities.

“Our benefits plans help to build your business’
workplace culture, allows your team to realize
their desired career paths and creates an
environment for your business to prosper.”
Contigo Solutions is a group benefits specialist
providing expert services and advice to employers
requiring group benefits and group RRSPs. Our name
is very important to us. Contigo is a Spanish word meaning
“with you”. It was chosen because the name reflects our
values and approach; once you become a Contigo client
our support is with you every step of the way.
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8. IF YOU COULD CHANGE ONE THING ABOUT YOURSELF,
WHAT WOULD IT BE?
Probably would be to get into shape and play more hockey
before it’s too late.

Jason Beaumount
Phone: 306 550 9991
Fax: 306 569 7081
Email: jason@contigosolutions.ca
Web: contigosolutions.ca

9. WHERE WOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO LIVE?
Future: I would like to move to southern California in retirement
years so that’s our long-term plans. Currently: Saskatoon
is definitely a great place to live as it has almost everything a
person needs to thrive.
10. WHAT DO YOU MOST VALUE IN YOUR FRIENDS?
Just being who they are is enough. I have to spend more time
talking or reaching out to those I have met over the years.
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“THEY PRESENTED SOLUTIONS THAT ACTUALLY REDUCED
OUR OVERALL SPEND IN CERTAIN AREAS, AND THAT WAS REALLY,
REALLY VALUABLE TO US.” C R A I G

REYNOLDS

MANAGED HOS TING

H O S T E D C O L L A B O R AT I O N S O L U T I O N
H O S T E D C O N TA C T C E N T R E
Craig Reynolds is the President and CEO of the Saskatchewan Roughriders. When
he arrived at the new Mosaic Stadium, he could see that football was a much bigger
business and technology was critical. “Whether it’s a move to SaskTel’s data centre or
allowing our fans to contact our ticket office through phone solutions, SaskTel really
handles our technology,” says Craig. “And that allows us to focus on our business, which
is running a football team.”
The Riders chose solutions from SaskTel that are delivered from enterprise-class Data
Centres and provide opportunities to communicate with multiple people across diverse
locations with a high quality of service.

ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE.
sasktel.com/riders

